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VJESBUUG, J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Modi- Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon.
* clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Phy- iVI over E. IIeroLD'h Boot and Shoe

f

$oUawd

6ity Jett's.

1

sician'sproscriptions carefully put up; Eighth at.

Ejghth

If KEN OS,

O

weekltTevspapeb,

a

FUBLUUBD BVBBT

D. U., Drug Store. Fine Drags. Modicincs,Fancy floods,Toilet Articles and Per-

Nl

fumeries. Eighth

BATtJRDAT AT

™,

1QLLUIS ClI?)
•
OFFICE : VAN LANTDEQEN1)*8 BLOCK.
D0ESBUR&, Editor and

Publisher.

Offlcc,

Store,

street.

R. A. Citv Pnystclan. Office at D.
R. Mecngs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.

PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer In Drags, Medlclnes. Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of -Dr.
W. Van Dbn Bebo’s Family Medicines; River 81.

V

\i; ALSU URBEK, Druggist * Pharmacist;afUll
stock ofgoodsappertainlngtothe business
See advertisement.

NO.

253.

But God, W'hu worketh ail things acCan be done in thii City for the cording to His will, has thus far spared
Oaue of Temperanoe I
our life while that, of our dear friend and

News

As the readers of the
serve the above question

Saldltn.

IT AN

WHOLE

23, 1876.

For the Holland CWv News-

What

OCHOUTEN,

street.

,

0. J.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

MICIL,

is

will ob-

to be discussed,

class-mate has been taken away, and in this

world we shall never again exchange hopes

at Kenyon’s Hall, next Tuesday evening. and fears, or inquire after each other's
7AUPELL, H., Mannfaeturer of and dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; And if the same kind reader will give a wellfare.
Eighth street.
We deeply sympathize with his relatives
little preliminaryattention to the sutyict,
\

V

6«via| HaoMnei.

VV

we will have

a

over

talk

it,

and then per

and friends,and wish to

be considered

one

A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle- haps they will feel more interestin the of the mourners who, in thought, shall
gan Counties,for the “Howe Hewing Mamatter, and show their interest in word long and often hover about the grave of
chine.” Dealers in needles and attachments.
JOB PUINTINO PnOXPTLT AND NKATI.T DONE.
our friend.
and deed.
I) ERTSCil, D. General dealer In Dry
SUysi, Wood, Bsrt, Ztc.
etc.;
We rejoice that we cun leave our brother
And
first, I would ask all the good “citI J
Goods.
Yankee
Notions,
Hats,
Caps,
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
cor. Eighth and River streets.
ANTKR8. R., Dealer in Staves. Wood and izens of Holland,” Is there need of doing in the hands of that God, whose way,
One square of ten lines, nonpareil.) 75 cents
k Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
lor ilrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsefanltuxi.
anything among this people for 7<?m/)er- though mysterious, is always wise, whose
quent Insertion for any period under three
Tobacco and Ci|»rs.
EVER II.. *(Xf., Dealers In all kinds of Fnrmonths.
aiicef Let us see: O" through the streets justice is fur better than our mercy and
,rl nitnre. Curtains.Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, 'T'E ROLLER, O. J.. General dealer In Tobacco,
1 3 M.
6.M. I 1 Y.
and count the places where intoxicating whose mercy is high above our conception;
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
Cigars, Hnufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
3 50
H 00
5 00
1 Square
drinks arc to he had, and compare their earnestly hoping that when God shall see
5 no
8 no 10 00
8
DKID8EMA J. M.. & SON.Ueneral Dealers In
Watohu and Jsvilry.
8 00 1ft 00 17 00
“
number with our not <»ver thrifty popula- fit to gather in the hnmble results of our
iL
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad.
......
in uj 17 no 25 00
vertisement.
I OSLIN & BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
17 00 25 fX) 40 110
tion, ad up the li ures for licenses, for life work wc shall meet our friend, and,
•I and dealers in Fancy Goods; Kenyon’s Block
40 00 65 00
•r* no
1
Oroieriet.
rent, for cost of liquors, for proflla Ac., rejoice,on the banks of tbc river of Ille.
River Street.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
and compare with
tax-roll, with the exF. P. Baker.
OLIETHTRA.
A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
chantfCK.
readv market for country produce; a choice
penses of the churches or with the sum
Rural, Wis. Dee. 12, 1876.
BusinessCards In City Directory, not over three stock always on hand; cor. Kiglith and Market st.
iloiuca.
Unes. $*.00perannum.
total given for all Intellectualand charitaNotices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- rpE VAAUWERK.O. J.. Family Supply Stort;
A Great National Work.
ble purposes ; make out a list of those who
a choice stock nf groceries always on hand.
Itshed without charge.
Errojs of Youth
Blacksmith
shop
in
rear
of
8t
.re;
Eighth
street.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
furnish the “fools’ pence”— the money for “The Illustrated History of the Cententhe expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sigA
gentleman
who
suffered
for
years
strong drink, and sec how they and their
nial Exhibition,with a full description
Qmrnl
Dealer*.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, families and their creditors are effected
of the Great Buildings and all the obAll advertising bills collectable quarterly
I\UURSBMAJ.A CO., Dealers in Dry Goods, and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
jects of interestExhibited in them. By
thereby, In these hard limes; notice fur
1 / Groceries, Crockery.Glassware.Hats, Caps,
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
James
D. McCabe, author of ‘The CenClothing and Feed ; River street,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and ther how law and good morals are disretennial History of the United States,”
rpK ROLLER, D., ReUil Dealer in Dry Goods, direction for makirf| the simple remedy garded, how minors and drunkards, and
Etc. Embellishedwith over 300 fine
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- by which he was cured. Suttcrers wishengravings of buildings and scenes in
the supporters of families are taken in by
ancer;
office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
Chicago !c Michigan Lake Shore R. R,
ing to profit by the advertiser’aexperience
in the Great Exhibition.
night or by day, and their pockets emp
irAN Pt’TTEN G„ General DeHlcrs. in Dry can do so by addressingin perfect confiThe
National PublishingCo. of PhilaTaken Effect, Sunday, November 26, 1876.
Goods. Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Cups,
tied and their groveling appetites uralified;
a
delphia and Chicago, have issued a handFlour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
JOHN B. OGDEN,
ask the city officers and learn that the
Leav*
Arrxvtat
some volume bearing the above title.
42
Cedar
at.,
New
York.
•flTELTON
&
AKELY.
General
Dealers
in
Drv
Holland.
Holland.
main business almost the only business of
Trains.
Goods. Groceries.Crockery, Floor and Feed,
The intense interesteverywheremanifesGrand Rapids. J 5.15 a. m.
the marshal,and the constables, and the
Provisions, etc. River street.
II l •
ted in the great Exhibition, and the desire
12 25 p. m
I. 0- of 0- F.
justices and the Jailor comes from this ruin•« •«
Flour »nd Feed.
Holland City Lodge, No 192, IndopondontOrder
3.10 p. m.
to obtain a complete and connected actrafic; weep if you have compassion, over
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
9.3-5 p. tn
lOLKMAN Wm. A (H) Dealer in Flour and Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
count of it, will unquestionablycause this
ihc young men around us going to ruin, and
Groceries, in Slootor'a Brick Building See of each week.
Muskegon, Pcntwfttcr
book to have a very extensive sale.
Advertisement.
Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.
the families destined to life long misery ; and
& Big Rapida. * 5.40 a. m.
R. A. Schoutkn. N. G.
This History of the CentennialExhibi11.10 a.
p. m.
then answer “Yes” or “No” as conscience
Htrdvan.
P. SCUEAVISAND*. R. 8.
tion is not a dry list of the articles exhibi4.10““
9.30 p
dictates. Methinks,anybody whose heart is
I7AN DER VEEN. K.. Dealer in General HardI keep a large atitck nf Live GeePe not hard, or whose soul is not blind to sin ted. It is a superb volume of 874 pages,
New Buffalo
ware; cor. Eighth and Rlverstreet.
5. 10 a.
Featheriby the pound nr made up in pilChicago. f 11.20 a.m.
from ihe pen ol one ol the most popular
and crime, will say “yes indeed, something
f TAN LAN DEG END A ME1.IS, Dcalcis In
3.10 p. m
lows and beds. Also Carpets—allquallies12.45 p. tn.
authors of the day. Mr. McCabe received
Hard-ware. Tin-ware and Farming Implemust be done to counteractIbis evil.”
4.00“
9.45 “ “
cheap.
ments; Eighth street.
Again we ask. “What has been done?” the constant and sympathetic asslsstance
% 8. REIDSEMA.
• Daily except Monday,
Hotel*.
t Mixed trains.
How hard the answer!' We have a City of the Centennial authorities,and enjoyX Daily except Sunday and Monday.
Council, we have churches, we have chris ed peculiar advantages in the preparation
F. & 1, X.
&T Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids 1.15 a. m. A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
Sundays only.
A Rkohlab Communication of Unity Lodob, tian men and women In large number; we of this work. He went note-book in hand
I
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
All other trains dally exc«nt Sundays.
No. 191. t. A A. M., will he held at Masonic Hall,
fn m the Trains. .Eighth street.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Dec. have firm friends of law and order and vir- through every department of the Exhibi4iine, which is 4) minutes later than Columbus pIT.Y HOTEL. J. W. MiNDERHoiiT, Proprietor. 87. at 7 o’clock,
.. .
tue, w:e have a communTfy of ItiffH* moral tion, and the result of his labors Is a work
lime.
• t-*~* •»** — “ ’
Built In 1878; Furnished in elegant style, and
Installation of Officers.
-% , «
Gxo.
Lauder,
W.
M.
a first-class hotel throughout.
aim, and most anxious for progress, but abounding in brilliant description of the
J. O. Doksburo, Sec']/Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
what have they done? Alasl the blood is great World’s Fair. He traces the history
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12.00 perjeir 1b idmee.
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OHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicab Proprietor;

I

opposite the C. A M. L. S. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

A full stock of Holliday Goods. All
kinds of Toy Chairs, Toy Cradles and
Livsrj asi Sxl* Sublet.
FROM GR’NI) RAPIDS TO GR’ND RAPIDS.
Tables, Toy Cart3— all sorts— loo numer
Express. Mail.
STATIONS.
Kxurocs. Mull.
ous to mention. Give us a call. All
TYOONE
A
ALBERTI.
Livery
and
Sale
Stable.
A M.
P. M.
P. M.
A. M.
Office
and
barn
on
Market
street.
Everything
goods cheap.
10
to
Grand Rapld«.
7 10
4 15
7 30
9 55
6 55 Urst-class.
Grandville.
8. REIDSEMA.
4 82
7 41
7'aken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

tt

Allegan.

8 28
9 41
9 19
9 85
9 50
A. M.
11 30
r.M.
8 30
p.m.
5 00
P. M.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

5 46
It

6 19
fi 35
6 50
P.V.
8 30

AM.
6.00
A M.
2 40
A. M.
7 05
r. m
1 15

Otsego.
Piainwell

Cooper.
Kulamar.oo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Bnflalo.

8 45
|6 16
8 07
7 35
7 35
A.M.
5 50
r.M.
1ft 40
p.m.
11 55
p.m.
7 40
p.m.
12 10

5 45
6 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
p.m.
3 05
A.M.
8 50

AM

II., Llverj- and Sale Stable;
Officeof Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

I

I

WxfenaxkH sol Blaekialtbi.

Taken

Effect,

9ol&g
No. 4

North.
No. 2

BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Shop. Horseshoeing and all kinds of repairing done. River Street.

I"

8 30

AM
8 40
r.M.
7 55

p. tn.

p.

8
7
7
8
5
5
4

Roai

fpLI BM

I

AN.

J..

Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;

Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing

l-one Cash

paid for Furs.

m.

Ocing
No. 3
p.

Mnskcgon

*) i2 15
45 11 45
40 11 40
50 11 11
45 10 85
17 10 15
00
9 25

OOSMAN. J.

W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods.

Monday, May 29, 1876.

STATIONS.

m.
00
30
40

Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore

2
2
2
3
8
4

Allegan

500

Forrysburg

Grand Haven
.

13
65
12

South.
No. 1
a.

m.

8
8
9
9
11
11
1

00
50

TORST, Wr.. Merchant Tailor.Cloth

\

purchascd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.

V

The advertiser, having been permanentcured of that dread disease, Coniumpl-.
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the same, which they will find
a sure (Jure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Ac. Parlies whishingthe prescription will please address
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Wllllamsburgb,N. Y.
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
Michigan.

50
15
45
15

IbUTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner
lx Eithth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau

Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; Rlverstreet
I).,

A

42-2w

IT LEYS. P., First Ward Meat Market: best of
l\ Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

O

rpEN EYCK,

A

J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlccin Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

River street.
Bikarlti.

IJKSSIN^a.

J. A. Proprietror of City Bakery;
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
Ihlaline served on call; Eighth street.

i

Baakiif

ui

IxekA&ft-

TTEN YON, NATHAN,

Banking and Collecting,
lY. Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

HOWARD.

A well selectedstock of all kinds of
Furniture, Wall Paper and Shades at
greatlv reduced prices for cash.

Deaicrlnall kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meat Market on 8fh street.
«!..

41-fiw

Kxsufsctorlsi,Hill*, Shop*, Ite.

6w
-

HENRY D., Real Estate and I dm ranee
Agent, Notary Pitdle and Conveyancer;Collection a made In Holland and vicinity.

Sonithlat Hnr to th»

Udi*.

1

The Ladles of Holland and vicinity are
invited to call at L. A 8. Van den Bergc’a
fl^ALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, Millinery and Fancy Store and examine
and Insurance Agent Office, 0*/g Ung
the new and delightful perfume called Periftorv.hihstreet.
lOOtl lift IhOII.
feet ion. Nothing
_______ like it hat ever been
offered
for
sale in this city. Come and
PhriieUai.
nTTKKOLD, Km Manufacturer of and dealer In
see it, and while you are there do not tell to
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
fhKHT. K.R., Surgeon and Physician. Office at examine the balance of our Trimmed Hats,
-Eighth street.
XJ his residence, Ovcrijsel,Mich.
which will be sold at 25 per cent, leas than
IwUst,
A NNI8. T. R., Physician;residence, opposite
gXEK 1). M., Dental Surgeon; residence, and iY 8. W. cor. Public Square.
WIT office on Eighth street,opnosRe Bakker Jt
44-3 in Bole Agents for Holland, Mich.
ivROKK A., Surgeon and Physktsn.Officeover
Van
*
1) their Drag store opp. Van BaalU'p shoe store,
Wherq he can he found during the day and night.
I keep a large assortment of Boy’®
Draft uft ktlUtssi.
Sleight and Hobby-hone# and sell them
T
KDKBOKK.
B.
Physician
and
Horgeent
Office
A B!WBK,detfera!n Drags. Medicines,
_
»•
Fancy Goode, IVdlet Articles and Perfumer- Mj corner Eleventh and Rlvor street opposite
S. REIDSEMA.
public square.
grata's and Oils, *c. Eighth St eel.
L. T. Dealer In Books, SutlonIY ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store. Eighth street.

YY

f

n

^'“ffivANDENBEUGK.

Bathe.

brilliant

accounts of

every building and other feature, of inter-

who seek the common brilliancy which render it a complete and
good and who sympathize with the society life-like picture of the great World’s
let them give it the encouragementand Fair, aud which make it invaluable to all
in Holland those

(inuuciulaid which
ance

successfulcontinu- classes of our people. To those who have

demands.

the

its

8.

visited the Exhibitionit will be a pleasing
souvenir o( their visit, and enable

Holland City Now.

Mr. Editor

:—

Having watched

umns of your paper lor

the last

them

the col-

to recall the magnificent scenes they have

two

witnessed. To those who could not make

or

three numbers in regard to Dr. Brock’s the journey, the book is a necessity, for it
disease, we learn by this evening’sperusal will enable them to enjoy the delights of a
that

away. Although at

he has passed

present far from the scene of

thorough acquaintancewith the great Ex-

Dr. Brock's hibition in the quietude of

their

own

homes.

There is not another book in

print

which gives one-fourth of the Information
containedin

this

work

lustrated, aud the price

It
is

Is

superblyil-

so low that all

-

post,

TTANTERS,

It

hood.

VoUrr FabUei

River streets.
look* a&d Stationery.

er.

The untimely death of one person may can afford to secure a copy. The book
!!., Manuractnrerof Plows, By
To thos^h^S?bel^Pt?o!i election. he of little consequence to the world at is sold by subscription only, and the pub) Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the D. Berts?h ts the place to get them cheap. large, but it is quite a different thing to
lishers want agents in every county.
regularKalamaxoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr ces than any surroundingtown Plow He keeps the ben assortment In this city. his intimate friends. The associations
— *«•>
points ground to order. 10th streetwest of River st.
with Dr. Brock in the relation of classIt is feared that the counter felt silver
You can get anything in the line of
fTKALD, R. K.. Manufacturerof and Dealer in
mate
at
Hope
College
and
afterwards
by
half-dollar,which was discovered several
I I Agricultural Implements; commission agent Gloves and Mittens at D. Bertsch’s.
for Mowing Machines • cor. KHhARiver street.
correspondenceand confidentialtalks, days since and was mentionedin the ChiHolloway’s Pills.— In ail5, crowded cause us to feel ’ his early departure from cago papers has received an extensive cirI)AUEL8. VA*i PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
cities, Malaria and fogs are breathed over
I of Ptugoer Mill*: (Steam Saw and Flonr and over again, till the strongest lungs are tliis world almost like the loss of a brother. culation. It was found that It had been
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
incapable of producing pure blood, hence Ki« frank, open social disposition, used to received by nearly all Ihe banks in the
VERBBEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the the' sluggishness of mind and body, the make his appearance in our little College city of Chicago, in good faith, and Mr.
V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of bnlld- wearinessand Irritability of many persons
ing material furnished at Grind Rapids prices.
room seem like a bright beam of sunlight. Miller, the cashier in the sab-treasury,
during tiiia season of the: year. These
\1TILM8 P. !!., Manufacturerof Farm Pumps, medicines neutralize these impuritiesand And the cloud of student monotony or stated that he consideredit a very danvv Allkindaofwood turning and sawing on give vigor to the bead, heart and stom- uncertainty of the future, has often been gerons counterfeit.The ‘coin is hesvily
band and done to order. River street.
dispelled by the cheery brightness of his plated with silver, {md its composition is
ach. 525 cents per box or pot.
1

OHERBURNB, S. W., Hlendon,Mich., Attorney
at Law aai Notary Public. Special attention
ftyen to foreeloaare of Mortgagesand collections.
Office
Zeeland at the Store of A.
Jffice tn the Village of Zcelan
Bulks A Bros.

can be done?” This tion grounds, giving

not propose to answ

8. REIDSEMA.
last struggle, allow us to express, through
1\
— --your columns, our deep regret that the
I keep constantly on hand a full assortITAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
young doctor should thusearly hecutoff in
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper ment from the cheapest Coffin to the finest
Oftslcot
the very prime of fair promisingman.
and twine; 8th street.
41—
S. REIDSEMA,

TTUITE.

then

means, but generally the citizens have descriptions of the rare and beautiful obstood aloof and have not seconded the jects couluincd in them.
society’sefforts, why is it so? If there be
The book is written with a vigor and

Bargain,

M. D.

He

Kenyon’s Hall and take council together. Art Gallery, the Government Building,
A society in this city is trying to do what and all the other structures, and our deepit can for Temperance, by all proper est attention D held all the lime by the

pair of work horses. Inquire of

UfcBRIDR, G. W., Attorneyat Law and Sollci- TVKMING, W.
1VI tor in Chancery;offlcc with M. D. Howard, cor. Eighth and River streets.

a

finally, “What

d

enterprisefrom its inception

triumphant closing day.

est within them. We are taken through
what his God and society demand at bis the Main Building, Machinery Hail, the
hand. Let those who see the evil go to Agricultura^and Horticultural Hulls, the

sages constantly on hand.

V

ttonsyi.

And

question, 1

the great

to its

takes us through every part of the Exhibi-

brother’s keeper?”

For

For Sale at

Msat Market*.

Oft

gusinwsi Directanj.

JJOWARD.IM.

To Consumptive!.

ly

INUKEMA A

“Am I my

seems to be every man’s duty to find out

-----

\TIBBRLINK. J.

HsrcUnt Tailors

Mich. Lake Shore Rail

41-6w --

“crying from the grtfiind,”and those most of
responsible for it are saying,

’

4&W '-i
1 .

chean.

good natured smile.
thought tn be block tin and glass mixed,
Throwing off, this evening,the cares of but is deficientin weight, but not so much
young ministeriallife, we recall with pain- so as to create any suspicion. All the

some of the last conversawith Dr. Brock. The Inst
rehearsal, in each other** ears, of the
bright prospects of our life, as these lay
full pleasure

tions wc had

before us not three montba ago, the broth
erly

sympathy each

felt in Hie other's work,

the earnest purpose
to be faithful

and

so far bear
are an imitation of this year's issue. There is a
feelingthat the issue originated In the

coins which have been found
the date of the year 1876, and

city of

gone

we both expressed— the

to

Chicago, aud the detectiveshave
work In Uio hope of discovering

counterfeiter.

true in our work ; these

the Michigan pineries this
month and
touches of youthful hope and ardor. We
recall the last farewell,the last shake of board; bowers, $85 to $45 do; liners, $24
the hand, the last “God bless you’* as we to $28; the scorers from $17 to $25, tad
prospects we then painted with

many

fairy

Waors

in

winter will be $10 to $12 per

’

parted.

road-cuttcre from $10 to $14.

decline to answw any qurnttona regarding his I ever Bridles (Oitixens') and Butterfield (Pro*
action aa a member of said board, for the re*- hibitionlat). . .Gov. Hayee was serenaded at
son that he denied the right of the committee Dayton, Ohio, last weak, and madeabrief
to interrogate him on the subject Whereat Mr. speeoh.
---~
6
Referring
to the political
complica-

-

.

]|irfliU|!f <|iJg

*

Morrison, Chairman of the committee, announced that ha abould not preaa the matter, and Mr. Walk withdrew. The counsel
CITY, MICHIGAN.
for the Republicans addressed a communication to the committeeoom plaining that personal indignities had been offered to some of
their witnesses at the hotel where the committee were sitting,and asking “that freeaooees
and suitable accommodationbe affordedte the
counselrepresentingthe Republican party In
THE EAST.
the investigation, and also that the witnesses
A New lot* diapatoh mj$ : “It to rumored sobpenaedby the committee may be able to
that a oomprotntoe haa bean affeotod, under roach the committee-roomwithout nsfei^g
through a crowd of hostile and disorderly perwhioh the ring magnates, and neUbly Tweed
sons, and that when under examination before
and Sweeney, are to refund to the city of flew the committeethey be protected against inYork quite a large amount of money, and to sults and threats,"
reoeiTe in return immunity from prosecution.
A Columbia (8. a) dispatchof the 14th says :
Tweed will very aoon be released, and Sweeney
will return from Europe. The compromiseto
“The inauguration of Hampton took place in
thought to include Oonnolly aba"
front of Carolina Hal] thb afternoon. The

*

*

-

tions, he Mid : “In the excitement that has
prevailed before and ainoa the election, people
of ardent temperamentshave said and done
things that are indiscreet, but, as the exdteatnt subsidoe, we begin to return to our better
wisdom and judgment. I have too much faith
in the saving common-sense of the American
people to think they desire to see in their

HOLLAND

THE SEWS COJTPEjysm

CHMSTMAS.

and 1,000 men and women were crushed
death when the Cafe
Theater in Italy fell and took fire

?

Day- and burned to

Ih© American Way of ObservingUie
Something About Holiday Presents.

in 1794.

[From the Chicago Times.]

The cuetom of giving presents on

Oriental

Chrietmes was imported to this country
from England and Germany. Like a
good many other imported customs, we
never exactly know what to do with it,
and it is a question if the custom has not
resulted in moie harm than good. We
have not yet learned how to keep Christmas in this country,and it is verv doubtful if we ever will. In New England the
day is hardly celebratedat all except by
the comparativelyfew Catholics and
Episcopalians. In the Southern States
the day is set apart for ooon-hnnting
horse-racing, and playing whisky-poker!
It is reported that an Indian once came
into a Southern frontier town on a
Christmas morning with some furs which
he wished to exchange for tire-water.
Seeing all the places of business closed
except the taverns and dram-shops, he
inquired the cause, and learned that it
was the birthday of the Savior of the

Ww

K«tes.

-TterixBuuiMi ootp. fa prooess of
mobilisationare to consist each of 33 000 combatants, with 2,600 hones and
100 guns.

country a Mexioanized Government.Whatever may be the result at which the lawful
—It is alleged that the Jews of Ausauthoritiesarrive, you and I will quietly eubtria are intensely hostile to the Servians,
mit, and I have sufficient respect and oonfland have made their influencefelt intS
^ tii® great majority of the opposite
Vienna press.
party to believe that they will do the suneT I
was glad to see in a pacer this evening an
-Civil-service reform makes slow
article from the London rimes respectingthe
progress in Turkey. The Governor of
conditionof this country. Such a state of afOppress can neither read nor write, but
fairs. it said, oould not occur anywhere else in
he has the recommendation of being a
the world. The entire ares of the country was
brother-in-lawof Midhat Pasha.
agitated by the uncertaintosuo of the political
conflict, and yet not one ahot fired,not ofie
—The Turks were disposed to send
Joshua F. Bailxt, who in 1869 fled from the square in front of the hall was densely man killed,no breaches of the peace."
their iron-dads to Burgos, on theBlaok
country as a defaulter in his accounts with the pecked with persons of both races, and the
The National Democratic Committee has
sea, but they refrained at the instance of
Gorerunent, as the Internal Revenue Solleotor house tope were covered with spectators. At issued the followingaddress :
the British Ambassador from raefcW
of the Thirty-eeoond(New York) district,has 3:30 p. m. Hampton waa escorted to a stand Room of National Democratic Committee,)
that warlike demonstration.
amid
demonstrations
of
great
enthusiasm.
. Waasinotmt, Dec. 13, 1876. /
returned, made good hie deficit, and has reMembers of the General Assembly occupied a To the People of the United State* :
—The Saltan applies himself to public
ceived from the Presidenta full pardon.
The National Democratic Committee annonnee aa
spaoe immediately surrounding the stand,
business with great earnestness. He
Ted Brooklyn Fire Marshal has fully in* with the crowd in the rear. Hampton the reenlt of the Preeideutialelection held on the
continuallyvisits the arsenals,the hosof November, the electionof Ramuel 4. Tilden,
veetigatedthe circumstances attending the delivered
address, at the dose 7th
of New York, aa Preaidant,and Thomas A. Henpitals, and the naval and military colof
which
the
oath
of
office
was
administered.
recent theatrical horror, He finds that there
drick*,of Indiana, aa Vico Preeident of the United world. After surveying the field for
leges, and displays considerable intelliThe chair in which he was seated was then States.We congratulate you on thla victoryfor
some time, he expressed the opinion gence.
was a lack of proper precautions against fire
wrapped in the national colors,and he was reform. It now only remalna for the two house* of
and no discipline among the employes. The
borne on the shouldersof s dozen men to bis Congress, in the performance of their duty on the that the aforesaid Savior must have been
—The Mohammedans in the East In\ means of exit from the gallery were not good
aecond w ednesdayin February nsEt, to give effect a very fast fellow, who owned a large
hotel"
enough in ease of Are and panic, and be bedies are taking a deep interest in the
to the will of the people thus expressed In a constiA dauohtxb of ex- Secretary Bristow was tutionalmode by a majority of the electoralvote*, number of fast horses and who was Extern question. It is generallyunliavee that had the audience bean notified
when the fire was first discovered by the stage seriously, if not fatally, injured by a runaway ac- and confirmedby « majorityof ail the States ae mighty fond of hunting coons. In the
derstood that the British Government is
hands thev could hare got out of the building cident in Loubvilie, a few days ago. ... A fire at well as by an overwhelming majority of all the West a good many people try to celepeople of the United Slate*. By order of the Execless anti-Turkish than it might be, on
safely. He thinks that the request of the actbrate Christinas,but make a ridiculous
‘
LittleRock, Ark, last week, destroyed$160,000 utive
their account.
ore to the people Ito sit down, however well
Abram
8.
Hawrrr,
Chairman.
failure of it. They read in one of Walmeant, was very disastrousboth to audience worth of property in the business part of the
Frxdebick O. Prince, Secretary.
Elapka, the noted Hungarian,
and acton. He concludes with a^recommend- city. Heavy firee are also reportedat Bolivar,
The following reeponse to the shove has ter Scott’s poems or novels how the has been received with great cordiality
Tenn.,
loss $200,000, and Blackvllle,Barnation that all public buildings, coboob,
been issued by the Republican National Com- thing is done in the old country, and by leading Turks at Constantinople.
jrell county, a a, loss $40,000.
churches,hospitals, and theaters be thoroughly
mittee:
foolishly think they can do it here.
The sympathy which the Magyars
overhauled at once.
WASHINGTON.
They succeed no better than the boardTo the Peopl.
Washington, Dm. ,8, 1870,
evince
for the Turkish cause accounts
The four children of Mr. and Mrs. Ames
Mb. Windom, of Minnesota, has introduced
An address hak to-night been issued by the Dem- ing-schoolgirl does who undertakes to for this friendliness.
McGowan, of Bound Top, Pa., were recently in the Senate a very important bill for the re- ocraticCommittee. It is the laat desperate attempt make an English Christmas plum pud—The two centers of military preparaburned to death. The house caught fire In the lief of settlerson the public lands. It author- to prop a falling cause. Gov. Hayes has been fairly ding by the aid of the information she
elected by a clear majority of the electoralvote.
tion
in Russia are Kischeneff,in Besabsence of the parents, and was reduced to izes homestead or pre-emption settlers on any There Is no indicationthat any right-minded citizen derives from a oook-book. The truth is,
ashes. The children, the oldest 9 and the public lands; or pre-emption settlers of Indian has a doubt as to the result. The addrees of the neither she nor her elders are educated sarabia, and Odessa, the first being the
headquarters of the operating army on
youngest 8 years, were ssleep at the time, and reservations, where the crops were destroyed Democratic Committee ie an impudent and audaup to keeping Christmas. Everything
or severely injured by graesuoppers in the year cious attempt to prejudice and pervert public Judgwere completely consumed by the flames.
the Pruth, the second the place for orment. Hayes and Wheeler Me elected,and the will is against its observance. Our trees
The Charter Oak Life Insurance Company of 1876. to leave and be absent from said lands
ganizing the defense of tne Black sea
of the American people will be carried out aid
don’t provide mistletoe;our cattle won’t coast.
Hartford has purchased18.000,000 worth of until the let of next July, or, if the grasshopz. Chandler,
pers
reappear
next
year,
to
a
like
destruction
real estate in Broadway, Wall, and Broad
kneel in the stable, and even young
Chairman National Committee.
—The Emperor of Russia has little
etroete, New York.... Ex-Gov. William Coz- or injury of the cropo, to remain away until
children have no faith in Santa Claus.
FOREIGN.
July, 1878, without impairing their rights,
taste
for diplomatic wrangling. He rez!D^V<?^“Iel8j“ld' died ** Newport last week,
are more suooesafui in copying
)Uon, if
if
they
__ _ ______
afterwards
_
The preliminarymeeting of the conference
of typhoid fever contractedat the Centennial. homestead or pre-emption,
cently declared that his son was right
the German observances of Christmas
resume and perfect their settlement. The bill
at Constantinople promisee well for a harmowhen he recommendedhim to declare
b
of Massachusetts,
also expresslyextends their time for making
than were the English. In truth, the
war
against Turkey at the beginning of
nious
settlement
of
the
vexed
Eastern
probfinal proof and payment for one year after the
only German custom we ever took very
THE WEST.
October. This, he implied, would have
expiration of absence above contemplated,and lem. Representativesof the different powere
kindly to is that of drinking lager beer. put an end to remonstrances.
Ohioaoo elevatora, as per official figures, con- furthermore provides that all the proposed have had little difficultyin agreeing upon the
rights and privileges above stated shall apply terms to be applied to Bervia and Herzegovina. It was reported at the close of the war
tain 2,966,070 bushelsof wheat ; 261,869 bushto and include settlers under the Timber-oult- The followingpoints have been decided upon : that a colporteur of the Young Men’s
Silver Currency.
eb ef corn ; 452,768 bushels of oats ; 83,469
Montenegro to to be granted a considerable ChristianAssociationpresented some
ure act of March, 1873.
Henri Cemuschi, the wealthy
territorialaddition, and the boundary of Bervia
buaheb of rye, and 1,114,429 bushebof barley,
The House Committee on Poetoffioea and to to be rectified, by which that provincewill one-legged soldier in a hospital with French author and politician and chief
making a grand total of 4,687,090 bushei
copies of tracts on the evils of dancing.
against 2,948.767buaheb at thb period last Poet-roadshas substantiallyagreed to recom- also gain territory.The Turkish army will be
bi-molallist missionary of Europe, ar7**" - - 8«wal steamboats were destroyed by mend a formal non-concurrence in tha Senate required to withdraw from Bervia, and the Christmas presents are generally selected rived in this country on Saturday. He
the breaking of an ice-gorge at 8L Louis, last' amendments to the Post-routebill of last ses- armistice will be prolongedfor s term sufficient with about the same degree of approwill make a visit of several months, and
week. ITae loss to estimatedat $200,000.
sion, which providefor the restoration of the to cover the time consumedin the negotiations. priateness ; cigar cases are giv^n to peo-

„

an

Committee.

:

maintained.

Wo

dead?*

M.

Valparaiso,South America, was recently
BDfQLH men are being committed to the fast-mail service and the revival of the franking privilege...The Consul at BandgagodeCuba, visited by s disastrous conflagration.The
workhousedaily at Detroit, Mich., on their
who assisted Tweed in getting away from hb
own request, as vagrants, being out of employ- pursuers,has been removed by the Preeident. flames raged for twenty- four hours, and a
ment, and preferringthat course to begging or
Thb President has nominated Weden O'Neal great number of valuable buildings were depauper tom.

A

for United States Marshal for the District of

most successfuland daring robbery was Kentucky, and John

perpetrated at Somerset, Perry county, Ohio,

one night bat week. The banking-house of
William M. Beam was entered bv four masked
men, and over $10,000 stolen. Beam and hb
wife, who lived over the bank, were bound and
gagged by the robbere, the former being first

SXJidL*1

***•

P0*®1

^

* P^tol, to open the

R. G. Pitkin for the DisAlex. M. Blair for Collector
of Internal Revenue for the District of Kansas,
and Oliver C. Boebyshellfor Commissionerof
the Mint, in place of Snowden,who b appointed Postmaster at Philadelphia.
trict

of Louisiana

;

A Washingtontelegramstates that the Preeident, in reply to

an invitationextended him
hb term

by a Republican to visit Virginia after

News has reached Cheyenne of a terrible of officeexpires, said that he would be glad to
massacre perpetratedin the Big Horn country, do so, but that he intendsto leave for Havana,
as follows : “Recently a party of twenty-six Cuba, in March, and, after spending a few
weeks there, sail for Europe, to remain for
miners started for the Big Horn country,and
some time — There waa an encounterwith
aone hare been seen alive since. Mr. John knives a few evenings sgo, at one of the WashSheron, who b perfectlyreliable, says that ington hotels, between Col John W. Fairfax,
weeks sgoa oompsny of white men were at- who was Chief of Staff to Gen. Longstreet,
I** J*"1 of Sioux, supposed by the and Francis M Schell, one of the doorxeepers
trail to have been a very large Imnd, and it to
of the House. The trouble arose from the
beheved on the first volley the miners fled to fact that Schell ordered Fairfax off the floor of
5!sh tUefJrid!ana
»nd ‘ben the House. Fairfax, his physician says, waa
killed their victims. The bodies of eighteen very seriously cut. Schell's wounds were comor twenty men have been identified,and among paratively Itoht.
Bolwt Anderson, fames Lyeigbl Four hundred employes of the bureau of
Darid Daria, and two men named Spencer and
Cook -the latter a Wacksmith. These men are engraving and printing were discharged last
well known in the Black Hilb."
week, nearly one-half of the force of the en-

^

ple

who never smoke, while elaborately

embroidered shaving leaves are presentmen who habitually wear full beard.
Sometimes an article of wearing apparel
streved .... A Constantinople dispatch says: is sent to some poor female who mis a
“Tne absence of the Porte’s representative scanty wardrobe. If this is done it is
from the preliminaryconferencecreates an unfsvorahie^impression. The tZr™jiZXr very certain to be of aoharacter to make
an interested party, to permittedto sit in judg- “er clothing look the worse for the adment on the questions
queetions at issue is commented
commented dition. It is customary in some
some coun___
on in Turkish circles."
try towns to present the minister’s wife
A Vienna dispatch says tho Grand Duke with an opera cloak on Christmas. It is
Nicholas, of Russia, has asked for a reserve as mnoh use to her as a hand-sled is to a
force of 100,000 men. Their mobilization has boy living in the West Indies. As a
already commenced at St. Petersburg and Mos- rule, Christmas presents seem to be
cow. It is said if Russian troops, as expected, selected with an eye single to making
enter Roumania shortly, the movement will not
the recipient of them as uncomfortable
be accompaniedby a declarationof war on
as circumstanceswill allow. If the oresTurkey.
A Berlin dispatchof the 18th says : “ News

receivedfrom the conference at Constantinople in high political quartershere miinteina

that a Bussian-Turkish
war is

inevitable
Russia has not yet completed her preparations,

and

will endeavor to protract the conference
until her southern army to concentrated. Private telegrams from Bt Petersburg also state

that Russia to unalterablydetermined to meet
immediately the grievances which have been
already indulged too long for European peace
but she will not enter the fi*ld until she feels

ed to

ent

comes in

the

commonly some

form of

clothing,"it is
article that will make

the remainder of one’s dress look shabby.

Young

comes to propagate his economical views
on the silver question. To rescue his
old frieud silver from suspicionand
menace, he has visited every capital of
Europe; for he is cosmopolitan enough
to be able to chat in a friendly way with
Bismarck and Andrassy in their own
language, and one may feel assured he
must be an extraordinary Frenchman
who has the amiability jnst now, and the
linguistic ability at any time, to do
He firmly believes that the return of the
United States to specie payments will
depend on the preservationof the silver
cunency in Europe. For the United'
States to resume specie payments, M.
Cemuschi says they must give thesiher
dollar the same value as the gold, aooept
silver at custom houses, aud be able to
pay European bondholders in silver dollars. But first Europe must become bi-

ministers always oorae in for
metallic, else European creditors would
while the thing they need by suffer serious losses by receiving inway of foot-gear is walking shoes. The
convertibledollars. He also insiststhat
chief effect of making Christmas presthe South American states can neither
ents is that those who receive them seem
pay their debts to Europe nor buy merto think they are in strict duty bound
chandise in Europe if their mines do
to make returns on New Year’s day, or
not furnish legal tender.— .ZVcu; York
on the succeeding Christmas, and they Tribune.
set to studying maliciouslywhat inap
propriatething can be made or bought
A young Chinaman has been admitted
to fire back to the person who put them
to the collegiate institute of Napa, Cal,
under “ obligations ” to him.
without opposition from the students,
slippers,

able to make an irresistible assault.”....
bureau. About two-thirdsof the unfortu- Constantinople dispatchesannounce that the
terfeit silver 50-oent piece has been discovered nate victims were women, many of them being Plenipotentiaries
have terminated the labors
press girto.... The Naval Commission has re- of the preliminaryconference. After making
in circulation in Chicago.It to made of a comported in favor of abandoning the naval estab- some mutual concessions,they came to an unbination of metals very nearly of the same lishmentsat New London, New Orleans, and
derstanding,and referredto their respective
who treat him as well as though he was
apedfio gravity as silver,finished perfectly,and Brunswick, Ga.
Governments for definite instructions.All
A Reminiscence of Cole Younger.
of their own race. He has parted with
The Presidentof the Senate has adopted the questions,especially that of occupation, have
Upon one occasion Quantreli’s band his qqeue, and dresses like an Ameribeen
examined,
but
nothin*
is yet Determined.
following new form of receipt for electoral
The Panama Star aud Her aid of a recent encountered a party of jayhawkers num-' can.
good ring, only a little duller than that of the
voice aa delivered by the messenger
date says : “A great battle has taken place in bering thirty or nore. A dozen of the
genuine odn, and is possible of detectionin
Viet Pbepident'b Chamber, Senate of the Garrapata. The trenches of the revolutionthat wav by practicedears. The fact of its
jayhawkers wer killed and fifteen capUnited States, Washington,D. C.,
THE MARKETS.
ists were taker by our foroea. commanded
light weight can also be detected by the scales
tured. They * ,ere taken to a camp and
187G.— Received
9 he claiming to be a megFor generaldbtributton it b a most dangerous senRfr to deliverthe s*me, a sealed packagepur- by G.na. Acosta and Camargo. An armistice
new yobk.
the question of their fate soon settled.
work of art. Be on your guard.
They pack porting to contain a certificateof tho vote given of three days was asked for by the
............................
7 00 ($11 00
After supper, and while the shades of
more bogs in Chicago now than in all the other for President and Vice President of the United rebels to bury 2,000 dead of both sides.
Ho<™ ...............................
6 60 @ 6 13*
ja
iju'
large Western citiescombined. Over a million States by the electorsof the State of - , allociM A Calcutta telegram says the accounts of the evening were approaching, Cole Younger Cotton ...........................
to have been electedNov. 7, 1876.
famine receivedfrom Madras are worse than got out an Enfield rifle captured tnat Flour— Superfine Weetem ........ 6 00 9 6 36
j. W. Ferbt,
bg of ^aeaso D Blaughtered 8inoe the °PenWheat— No. 3 Chicago ............1 38 ^ 1 80
those from Bombay. Large numbers of starvday. It was the first he had ever seen, Coen— Weetern Mixed .............55 (a 60
President pro tem. United States Senate,
ing people are flocking into Madras.... The
TDE SOUTH.
Oats— No. 3 Chicago ..............40
44
GENERAL.
Khedive of Egypt ia going to dischargeall his and its merits and demerits were dis- Rte— Weatem .....................
82
American
officers.
cussed
by
the
men.
Opinions
differed
A terrible exploeion of a boiler in a sawPork— New Moee ............ ...... 17 50 tai8 00
The members of the theatrical fraternity in
Lard— Steam .....................
10*a 11
mill b reported from Texarkana, a town near
Charles Brent, the Louisville (Ky.) forger, as to its superior qualities.
nearly all the cities of the country are giving
CHICAGO.
One of the men remarked that he had
has been surrendered by Great Britain to the
Redriver, on the Texas and Arkansasline.
Beeyeb— Choice Graded Steer*.... 6 00 $ 6 65
benefitsfor the sufferers by the Brooklyn
Choice Native*...........5 00 <$ 5 85
Nine men were killed,named Chauncey Beach,
United States authorities. . .Minister Cushing heard that it would kill at the distance
calamity.
Ooweand Heifere... ..... 2 f0 t<* 3 60
of a mile. Younger replied:“If that is
has
arrived
at Madrid....Another colliery exWyt®’ N,ehol“ Boeenburg,
Good Second-clawSteers. 3 60 A 3 90
Bland's SUver bill, which passed the lower ploeion, resulting in the death of two or thiee so, the force of the discharge must be
Ld. Gnffin. George Green, Tip Stewart, George
Medium to Fair ..........3 90 9 4 26
Jackson, mid Fred Williams. Two colored house of Congresslast week, provides that score of miners, has occurred in Wales.... territic.” Another banteringlyremarked Hoon— Live ........................4 £0 ca 6 30
silver dollarsof the weight of 412W grains Much irritationhas al*o been caused in Paris if the new gun will kill at a mile dis- FLOUB-Fancy White Winter ...... $,T5 <3 7 60
“d J0l,MO,,• Were
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 £ 6 71
by a dispatch from Prince Bismarck,in tance, the ball at short range would go
shall be coined, and shall be a legal tender for
Wheat-No. 3 Spring, New ........ 1 17 ($ 1 18*
The Committeeof the National House of 'all debts, public and private,except where which he severely censures .the French through ten men. Younger raised up
No.3 Spring ............. 1 08 £ 1 Of
Government on aooount of the wrong
Cobh— No. 2 ......................
44
45
BepresenUtiveeto investigate the recent payment of g ild coin to requiredby law. This
weight of 412% grains is the same u that of done to German ooromeroe by the from the saddle ou which he was sitting, Oats— No. .......................
33
84
election in Louisianamet and organized in the old leg*l stiver dollar which was a full French export duties on iron. This action and remarked: “That is easy to demon Rrx-No. ........................ 70
71
New Orleans, on the 12th of December. A le. al tender fer eighty years.
of the German Chancellor, coupled with strate.” When the prisonersheard this Barley— No, 2, New ................. 64
66
Butter -Creamery ...............
88 (3 86
communicationsigned by all the members
The great railroad war between Vanderbilt, the announcementof the treaty with Spain, to remark, they thought sure their time Eoo»— Freah ............ ..........22
24
regarded as an evidence of unfriendlyfeelings
of the Returning Board was presented to of the New York Central,on the one side, and on his part, and Of a desire, perhaps,to tear, had come.
POBK-Mew .......................
16 26 (316 60
Lure ............................. 10 <3 10#
the committee denying the authorityof the Garrett and Scott, of the Baltimoreand Ohio
just how far he might push France without
The fifteen prisoners were then placed
Representativesto review the deMILWAUKEE.
and Pennsylvania roads, on the other, has provi king resistance, ao that he may know ex- in line, one behind the other, and Cole
cision of the Returning Board until they
Wheat— No. .....................1 21 <3 1 25 '
been brought to a close by the surrenderof the actly what he may expect in the event of war
Younger took the gun, played with the
No. .................... 1 19 9 1 20
had deliveredtheir documents to the General
first-named,and freight rates between the •n tho^ast — The cable reports a railway
Assembly. They abo protested against the at- East and West have again shot upward....
lock a moment, to “git tne hang of it,” Corn— No. ...................... 46 (3 46
smash-up in Belgian}, resulting in the death of
Oats—
No.
.......................
82 (3 33
tempts of the House of Representativesof
and then measured off fifteen paces in Rye ............................. .. 70
71
Severalmerchants from the interior of Mexioo eight passengers.
the United 'tries to obtain and reriew arrived at New Orleans last week, and they
.
76 <3 78
front of the line formed, wheeled about, Barlry— No. ...................
documents in th-iir possession, and claimed that
ST. LOUIS.
confirm the news of the capture of Lerdo, the
looked calmly into the faces of the Wheat-No. 2 Bad Fall
as individaab they oould not, under the con............ 1 84 9 1 36
The Man that Broiled the Baron.
deatti of Escobedo, and the capture of the Citv
41
doemed men, and then fired. The first, Corn— WesternMissed ............40
etitutjon and Jwvb of the State, surrenderthem
of Mexico by Gen. Diaz, Igleeias, from Leon,
Dr. Le Moyne, the owner of the Penn- second and third man dropped without a Oat§— No. ........................ 82 (3 38
They stated father that they would have
ordered Daz to hold the City of Mexioo and
RYE—
W
copies of all documents made for the commitsylvania cremation furnace, is nearly 80
groan. Muttering a contemptuous con- Pork— Mew.....
........... .....I® 50 (316 76
proclaim the Presidencyof IffleBtos, which Diaz
tee if the committee would provide the necesyears
old,
is
the
father
of
the
Chicago
nee lined todu unless he could name four memdemnation of the new rifle, Younger,
sary mesne; that the State Legislature had
bers of the Cabinet. Thia waa refused by CongressmanLe Moyne, and is a man of without moving from his traohs, con- Hog. ...... ......................J 66 <3 400'
made no appropriationfor them, and they
iKlevias,when Diaz proclaimed himself pro- great learning and wealth. He has enCINCINNATI.
oould not, tinrorore. furnish copies unless the
tinued his experiments. Seven times
visional Preaident, and the revolution now con- dowed a professorship in the WashingWheat... ......
........ 1 30 (3 1 40
committee furnishedthe funds. These copies,
the
rifle
was
discharged,
each
time
the
tinuee between these rival pretenders,who are
Cohn ...... ..«>•• ••••••••••••••••••
44 (3 45
they said, would be made as soon as they were
ton
and
Jefferson
College,
and
expended
preparing for new struggle.
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FORTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
Spirited Debate In the Senate on

and said hs never heard of a single case the Committeeon Appoprlatioos, reported,without
where a man was assaultedIn the South for
amendment, the House bill to providefor the paythe Lwlei. giving testimony before a Oongreeetonalcomment of the electoral' messengers. Passed...The

Mr.

mittee.

w»uldb.p^eiu
the

ana Case.
th*.
Hr. Sherman said he could notalkw tL
— —
V — WW
tAUASt W A UA MUMS
LouUIana
but wars
for waau
the unlawful
acta VIA
of VUC
etateaent of the gentlemen who represented
Democratic cluba
dabs in that State.
Stats. If this violence
violence
— .

**

»

HISTORICAL.
Oonfrdi* from the Begtnnlnf ot the

Got-

eminent.

up, sad Mr. TfcnflMn addressedthe Senate
[WashingtonOor. Chicago Tribuna.]
of OmT Grover.
There have been two distinctperiods
The question tts further discussed by Messrs.
Mitchell and W«L|0S....A reeplution fixing the in the history of Congress, that of the
roapenaatioaof witnesses summoned before the
Colonial Congress and that of the presSenate or any of ita committeesat $3 per day, and
5 cents per mils each way for travelin* expenses, ent form, provided for in the oonstitnwss passed, with an amendment providing that wittion. The first continued from
6,
nesses residing west of the 110th meridian be paid
1774, until 1789, part of a year later then
7 cents s mile each way when the place of their exjminationshall be sast of the Mississippiriver.
the date of the adoption of the Federal
Mr. Sdmnnds called up the message from the constitution in 1789. There have been
House announcing the passageof the resolution
providing for the appointment of a cotamlttee to forty-four Congressesof the new form,
act with a committeeof the Senate to devise some
of
the second session
the
method of counting the electoral vote, and subContimitted a resolution referring tbs message of the fortv-fourthbegan to
House to a select committee to be composed of nental Congress was composed of deleseven Senators, with power to prepare and report
without unnecessarydelay inch measure as will gates from the original colonies. It was
secure a lawful count of the electoralvote and the a creature of circumstances,and held its
ffiRPpsition of all questionsconnected there- meetings at differentplaces, according
with, and that said committeehave power to confer
with the committee of the House of Representa- to the changing exigenciesin the uncertives.... Adjournedto Monday, Dec. 18.
tain days of the infancy of the new re-

the Democratic party te Louisianato be printed with a public document without making a
brief reply. He was sorry the signers of the
paper presented by the Senator from Hissouri
(Bogy), known as the report of the Democratic
committee, did not considerthe questionof intimidation. Their wnole paper consisted in an

oft*

any considerableincrease in the representation until the Twenty-sixth Congress. In 1845 the basis of representation was again changed to 70,680, and
under this basis Florida, Texas, Iowa,
and California ware admitted to the
Union. In 1850 again the ratio of representation was increasedto 93,420, and
the membershipwas kept at 246 until
the Thirty- seventh Congress. In this
Congress the war of secession began,
and there were bnt 181 members left in
Congress.

and intiufidatioD should be snoocesfolin electing a Presidentnow. the name violence would
noon extend all over the United States, and
our Governmentwould be at an end. He did
not want to see a war of racee, bnt it would
Sept
come unless the negroes in the South were
given the rights guaranteed them bv the conarray of teohnioaUtlsato defeat the law of
stitution.Ho defended the action of Gov.
Louisiana. The Democratic committee in their
Kellogg,of Louisiana,and said he waa not able
paper alleged that under the law of Louisiana
to put down these disordera, bat did aU in his
there was no provision for the election of
THE SPEAKERSHIP.
power to do so. The real trouble waa an atPresidential electors. If that was so no one in
which
of
In the history of Congrees the Speaktempt to organize a party on the oolor-line,
that State had ever found it out.
day. TKe
and make a man President of the United
ership has been geographicallydistribMr. Sherman then read from the law of
States who was not the choioe of a majority of
uted' as follows : It has been held by
Louisiana,and said it was manifest that the
the American people. He believed the masses
Pennsylvania three times ; by ConnectiDemooratio committee had taken a very narrow
of the people North and Bonth were daily
view of the law. If their construction tof the
cut onoe ; by Near Jersey three times •
going forward to the conclusion that these
law waa true, there was no provisionof law in
by Mainland once, a pro tempore Speakcrimes of the rifle- dubs of the South must not
Louisian afor the eleotion of any officerin that
be permitted.
er ; by Massachusettssix times ; by North
State. He denied that the law of 1872 repealed
Mr. Morton said he desired to congratulate
Carolinathree times, for three succesthe Eleotion law of 1870, as claimed by the
the cause ef humanity and justiceupon the
House.— The bill to pay the expenses of the in- public; It was held at Philadelphia,at
Democrats, and argued that the law of 1872
sive Congresses, and by one man, Naevidence of progress exhibited in the Senate vestigating committees,reducing the amount for
New York, at Baltimore, at Lancaster thaniel Maoon ; by Kentucky eight times,
merely changed the mode of conducting electo-day, and that was the fact that the existence
the Senate from 850.000 to $30,000,and Increasing and Yorktown, Pa., at Annapolis,Trentions. Vpon this point the Democratic comHenry Olay being six times Speaker ; by
of violence and enormitiesin the South was no that for the House from $21,000 to $50,000.gave Hro
mittee had wasted p bout a column of their relonger denied in the Senate. He argued that
some politicaldiscussion, conducted on the ton, and Princeton. From several of New York twice; by Virginia seven
port.
the crimes in that section had not been pun- Republican side by Mr. Halo (Me.),and on the these places it fled before armed oppotimes ; by New Hampshire onoe, pro
The next objection raised by the committee
ished because intimidation went into the Democratic side by Messrs. Holman and Cox..
sition, or was removed to preserve it
was that the vacancy on the board was not
tempore; by Tennessee three times,
The
Postoffloe
Appropriation
bill
waa
discussed
lu
courts. Assassinationawaited both Judge and
from the assaults of a foreign foe.
filled by the appointment of a Democrat. He
committeeof the whole.
James K. Polk being twice Speaker ; by
jurors. This ruffianism would be stopped when
argued that the questionof filling the vacancy
The Coldnial Congress had for the Indiana five times, Schuyler Colfax beBatubdat, Deo. 16.— Senate.—Not in eeea great party no longer exercised it.
was one of propnety, bnt such vacancy did not
most part but one work to do— to pro- ing Speaker three of these five times ; by
Mr. Thurman said of course there had been tlon.
affect the legal status of the board. He would
violation of law in the South, but he denied
House,—Mr. Schleicher’s amendment to the vide the ways and means for the crea- South Carolinaonce, and by Maine three
not say whether the vacancy should have been
that the Sonthern people were a set of assas- Postoffloe ApproprUtion bill, increasing the ap- tion of the new Government which it
filled or not. Had he been a member of the
times.
sins. He argued that the Democratshad depropriationfor the tram niortationof mails on the in its infant stages represented.That
Retaining Board he would have been in favor
DENOMINATIONS AND THE CHAPLAINCY.
nounced
crime in the Bonth, when crime
iUr«« routei 1Dd steamboats,was agreed to—
of appointing any Demoorat who could be
existed. These charges of intimidation ayes, 99 ; nays, 6fl. The bill was then passed with- work saw the beginning of its end in
The various religiousdenominations
found willing to serve on the board. The
were exaggerated, but they would not cease out division ....The Speaker laid befora the the signing of the Articles of Confedera- have at different times been represented
Democratic committee also found fault beso long as the vote of a whole State oould be House the telegram received by him from tion on July 9, 1778, by the then fortycause the whole clericalforce of the Returning
in the Chaplaincy of the two houses.
overthrown by them. His colleague(Sherman) Mr. Morrison, the Chairman of ihe Louisi- eight Representatives of the Colonial
Board was Republican.He knew of no law
During the early period of the history
snoke about the color-line. He (Thurman) ana selectcommittee,and that to Mr. Morrirequiring the board to employ Demooratio
son from Mr. Orton, the President of the Western States. This was followed in the same
of the new Congress the Episcopalian
was prepared to prove that the responsibility
oierks. The House of Representativeshad
ileleTOh ^°.H1P»ny.refuting to produce the
of the establishing of a oolor-linerested with the originals of the teicgrsphM dispatches.The dis- year by the ratification,in popular con- Church controlled the Chaplaincy of the
turned out every clerk and employe of his
Republican party. When the right of suffrage pstches having been read, Mr. Wood (N. Y.) offered vention, composed of delegates from Senate for eighteen Congresses.Since
(Rherman's) political faith, but the’Republiwaa conferred upon the negro it was openly a resolution to the effectthat the communication these Colonial States, of the constitusans did not complain.
that time the office has been given to the
avowed in the Senate that the Republican party be referred to the JudiciaryCommittee,with in- tion which was so long disoussed. Gen.
Mr. Bherman then referred to the charge needed the votes of 800,000 negroes. The structions to report at the earliest practicable moPreabyterums, Baptists, Methodists and
that the affidavitsof Supervisorsof Election in
ment what action the House should take in the Washington presided at this constitu- Oongregationalists, There was at one
troablewas, the Republican party did not get
premises. The matter went over without action tional Convention. Tho original ConLouisiana as to intimidationwere not made them.
time a Roman Catholio Chaplain of the
.. Eulogies were deliveredupon tho late Speaker
within twenty-four hours after the election, as
He then referred to tho use of the army in K.epr. “y * number of members, at the conclusion stitutionadopted by this convention Senate. In the House, on the contrary,
the laws of the State required. He quoted at
the States, and said if tba elections were te be of which resolutionswere offeredand unanimously (September, 1787) consisted of seven
length from the report made by the Republithe Episcopalians have had but two
carried by the army of the United States it waa adopted expressive of the profound sorrow of tho
articles.It was speedilyapproved by Chaplains. The remainingCongresses
can committee, of which he was a member,
the worst kind of intimidation, and there would House, directing the Speaxer’s chair to be kept
and claimed that the affidavits were proper- be an end to republican institutions.The draped in mourning during the remainderof this Congress and submitted to the several
have been divided betwe en Methodists,
ly made by the Supervisors.He argued
session of Congress, and tne usual badge of mournState Legislatures for ratifioation. It Baptists and Congregationalists, the
world had its Casar and its Bonaparte, who
ing
to
be
worn
by
members
and
officers
of
the
that the Demooratio committee did not impeach
overthrew republican governments, but a re- House.
was returned from these Legislatures Methodists having the office nearly
the fairnessof the mode- of conducting the publican government had never been overcount hy the Returning Board. In seventeen
Monday,
Deo.
18.— Senote.-Mr. Edmund*’ with several important amendments. twice as many times as any other dethrown by this kind of intimidation, which his
Under its own provisionsthe first Presi- nomination.
parishes there was Intimidation, and, as to the
colleague(Sherman) and the Senator from In- resolution referring the message of the House of
extent of it, the gentlemen of the Democratic
dent of the United -States and the memRepresentatives
in
regard
to
devising
means
to
diana (Morton) complained of.
committe1 dared not commit themselvee. He
Heller’s Basket Trick,
count and declare the electoral vote to aseleot oom- bers of the first Congress of the new era
(Sherman) was willing to stand, not only before
mittee of seven Senators, to act with the committee
The
trick knownas the “basket trick,"
Regular
Proceedings.
were
elected.
appointed by the House, was agreed to by a unanithe Senate, but before the people of the United
which Mr. Heller introduces as the last
THE FIRST FEDERAL CONGRESS.
Tuesday, Deo. 12.— Serui/e.— Bogy presented mona vote, without discussion,and the Chair was
States, sad maintain that there was intimidation in Louisiana to an extent which changed the memorial of himself and SenatorsStevenson Mthorized to appointthe special committee....
The first Congress of the new era, a feature of his performance at the WonMr. Wright introduoed a bill to establlaha court
the result of the whole eleotion. There was and McDonald, embracingthe report of the Dem- for
the trial of contestedelections in the Congress of the Federal constitution, der Theater, excites a good deal of surmurder, riot, whipping and violence by organ- ocraticcommittee which witnessedthe count by
. Presidentand Vioe President of the
assembled in New York, March 4, 1789. prise, as it is only natural it should.
ized rifle olnbe of the Democratic party. The the ReturningBoard in Louisiana,Ordered print- United States,and at his request it was ordered
There were three sessions of this Con- The conditionsof the trick are simply as
ed....
Bayard
’a
resolution,
directing
the
Attorney
members of the Senate, as Senatorsand men,
printed and to lie on the table ...... Mr. Wright
ought to keep theft minds cool and deliberate General to inform the Senate as to the nnmber of railed up the Message of the President, sent to gress, of which the two first were held fellows: A large basket is brought out
Deputy United StatesMarshals employedon eleotion
to decide the questions now pending— the day, waa agreed to, with the amendment submitted the Benato at the last teuton, vetoing the bill re- in New York and the last in Philadel- and placed in full view upon a bench
due ng the President’s salary from $50, (KO to
electoral vote of tnree or four States in dispute. by Edmunds requesting the Attorney General also to
$26, WO per annum, and the question being, “ Shill phia. Congress continued to assemble supported on four primitive wooden
As to South Carolina, he believed that it was communicate to the Senate a full statement aa to
^ ohj**10" of the in Philadelphiauntil the second session legs, and leaving an open space between
conceded by all that the electoral vote was for the neoeseityfor their employment, the object K.Miin»,n0t?,1S}rUn^n«
Presidentthereto?” a discussionfollowed, and
thereof, the nature of their duties,etc ... . The Sen- the Senate refused to pass the bill over the of the Sixth Congress, when, Nov. 17, the basket and the floor. There seems
Hayes and Wheeler.
Meesrs. Randolph and Withers denied that ate discussed the resolutionof Mitohell,providing
“y*. 19-oot two- 1800, in accordance with an act which no possible way by which a human being
for an investigationin regard to the apiraintment
thirds ^ voting in the affirmative ...... Mr. Key
there was any such concession.
had been passed ten years before that onoe in oould get out of that basket
of Cronin as a Presidential elector in Oregon ....
Mr. Sherman (resuming) said the vote of Edmonds’ constitutional amendment providing tS que^on6^1 * len*thy ,peftchon to* Prraiden- day, fixing Washington city as the home without being seen. The basket placed
Florida and Louisiana was in dispute. As to for the counting of the electoralvote by the SuHouse.—Mr. Knott introduceda bill regulating of the new Government,the Sixth Con- by Mr. Heller and his assistant, Mr.
Oregon, he did not think that case would rise premo Court of the United States waa discussed,
to toe dignity of a dispute. He believed the amended, and laid over. ...Merrimonintroduced a proceedings in the electoral count lor Presidentand gress reassembled at the present national Heller next brings forwird a pair of
Demooratio candidate himself would scorn to bill to amend section 146 of the Revised Statutes of Vice President.Referred to the select committee capital. The circumstances attending overalls which cover him to the neck,
the United States in regard to vacanciesin the
on the subject....The resolution of inquiry into the passage of the act providing for the and which have no outlet at the ends of
hold the office of President in pursuance of
offices of President and Vice President.The bill
the sctlon of Judge Bond, In South Carolina, failed
each a fraud.
provides that the Secretary of State,or, in eoae of
permanent location of the capital at the sleeves or legs. When the overalls
Mr. Thurman argued that the document bin death, the Secretary of the Treasury, shall suc- for want of a two-thirds vote .. . Bills were introdneed: To promote the education of the blind: Washington city were peculiar. Con- are drawn on and a hood drawn over
which It was proposed to print presented but ceed to the Presidency in the event of the death, to facilitstethe negotiation of bills of lading,
one aide of the case, when both sides should removal, or resignation of both President and Vioe etc.; concerning expatriation and change of gress since its first removal here has con- Mr. Heller’s head and attached to .the
be before the Senate. Another picture would President.
allegiance; to establlah the franking privilege; tinued its sessions in the Capitol build- main garment by strings, there remains
flouee— The House was the scene of a spirited t«r#<1,,oe“d reorganiie the navy; to promote the ing, with the exception of the period no outldt for so much as a finger of the
be presented. He was surprised at the remans of hia colleague (Sherman), and was and Interestingdiscussion in regard to the exist- efficiencyof the marine hospital service ; for a from 1814 to 1819, when, owing to the performer to get through. But as Mr.
disposedto answer some of them now, bat the ence of the joint rules of the two booses. Messrs. Commissioner on the locust pltgue....Mr.Frye
a resolutionfor the appointmentof a oompartial destructionof the Capitol budd- Heller is about to remove his coat for
matter would be before the Senate again. Garfield, McCrary, Hoar, and Kasson maintained offered
mittee of six to inquire into the manner in which
The people of the country would see that th-re that the rules no longer existed,.and the election was conducted for members of Con- ing by the British invaders,temporary the purpose of donning his garment he
was another word ending in “ion” besides Messrs. Springer,Reagan, and Speaker Ran- gress last November In the Sixth Districtof Missis- quarters were found in the budding now remembers that he is in New York inthe
intimidation. There was such a word as ex- dall took the opposite side
sippi and Fourth District of Alabama,and whether immediatelyfacing the east Capitol stead of Australia— that is his oarelesslycase ...... Mr. Blair introduced a constitutional
in such districtsthere was any intimidation of
aggeration. He argued that there ehould be
amendment forbidding the mannfseture and sale candidates or voters. The House refused to second Park, which is used as a boarding- statod excuse— and a screen, which
time to examine both sides of this matter.
of distilledliquors as a beverage, after the year
reaches up to the performer’s neck, is
Mr. Thurman said, the President,in send- 1900. Referred.. ..... Mr. Holman, Chairman of the previous question, and the resolutionwent over. house.
41 *1 6 offered a resolutionfor the protection
placed behind the basket, and the perCHANGES IN THB CAPITOL.
ing a committeeto Louisiana,had acted oat- the Committee on Appropriations, reported the of dtiMns in the exercise of the right of suffrage.
aide his official dnty, and the committee sent PostofflceAppropriation bill. The bill recommends The resolution giving rise to debate, it went over
There have been as many changes in former retires behind this and effects
The Speaker
by him had no officialauthority. In sending the appropriation of $32,983,126*.....
under the rule .... Mr. Banning moved to suspend the form and appearanceof the Capitol the change. Bo far as one notices, his
laid before tho House the resignationof the
rule, and adopt a resolutioncallingfor Gen.
hie committee to New Orleans the President
Smith Ely, Jr., aa Representativefrom the Sheridan a report on the removal of Gov. Wells, of building itself since its early days as head does not onoe disappearduring the
selected the Senator from Ohio and three genState of New York. Laid on the table.... The Louisiana .... A resolntioninstructing the Judiciary there have been in the outward appear- time he is employed in drawing on the
tlemen who are members of the House of Rep- Fortification bill was reported. It appropriates
Committee to report an amendment to the constitu- ance and in the political complications overalls. The last vision one has is of
resentatives ; therefore, there was a champion $2,600,000...The Speaker appointedas the comtion forbiddingthe payment of war claims to disintheSeuate to present the President'sside mittee to Inquire aa to whether frauda have been loyal persons was adopted -160 to 68.
of the nation itself. The pitaent cham- Mr. Heller’s own face disappearing in
of the oase, and, he supposed, three cham- practiced in the election in New York, Brooklyn,
bers of the two houses of Congress are the ample hood, and immediatelyhe
Jersey City and Philadelphia, Measra. Cfx (New
pion i in the House. Of those Senators on
York). Rice (Ohio),Waddell, McDougall,and Welle
of comparatively
date. They stops out from behind the screen, and,
Down
in the Ctnebrake.
the Demooratio aide of the chamber who went
(Miaeiaaippi).
to New Orleans not one of them attended the
The Los Angeles (Cal.) Herald says: are located in the new wings, which were with the help of an assistant,climbs into
Wednesday, Dec. 13— ^nate. —Numerous
seeeioni of the Returning Board.
“Friday, at noon, the mounted police, first occupied in 1856. The sessionsof the basket, the lid of which is dosed
petitions
of religious and temperance organizaMr. Bherman eaid there were Senators and
assisted by tho residents of Banning and the earlier Congresses were held in the upon him and locked. As far as the huRepresentatives in New Orleans belonging to tions throughout the country were presented,
old hall now forming a part of the cen- man eye can discoverthis is Mr. Heller
both parties.
praying Congress to take steps to prohibit the First streets, burned out theoanebrake
on
the
bank
of
the river between Aliso tral portion of the present budding, the who has just gone into the basket, bnt
manufacture
and
sale
ol
alcoholic
liqnor
as a
Mr. Thnrman said there was no question bat
beverage in the District of Columbia and the and First streets. Such a skedaddling Senate chamber being occupied by the in the same instant-almost before the
there were Democrats in Louisiana,and there
Territories of the United States ...... The
had been more Democrats than Republicans in
of roughs and vagabonds was never seen United States Supreme Court rooms, cover is down— Mr. Heller makes his
.
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Senate discussed the resolution of

before. This place has been for a long and the old hall of the House of Rep- appearance in ordinary evening costume
time a harbor for thieves and rogues, resentatives being devoted to collections at the entrance of the theater, and walks
-----------------------tiling
of statuary, and designated“Statuary down the aise, inquiring “what was
tial question by conferring upon the Supreme Court who have committed many depredations
being done with him." He immediately
power to count the electoralvotes waa defeated by in the neighborhoodof Los Angeles. Had.”
31 nays to 14 yeas. ThirteenRepublicans and one
ascends
the platform, opens the basket,
VANDALISM.
The brake being dry, it burned briskly,
Democrat voted in the affirmative.
and
nobody
is within. The question is
This
last
hall,
until
this
summer,
conHouse.— The proceedings in the House were “flat, and for a time the whole neighborhood
seemed to be on fire. When the flames tained a striking reminder of the old pe- still an open one. How did Mr. Heller
stale and unprofitable,”nearly the entire day^eing
cease to be the man in the basket, and,
consumed in discussing what is known as Bland’s had subsided and the ashes were turned riod in the anciest gallery and the anwhoever the man in the basket was,
tique
iron
railing
at
one
end.
ThearohiSilver bill. The measure was finally passed—167 over, many articles of camp furniture
yeas to 63 nays.
were discovered, and among the rest teot of the Capitol during the present how did he get out \—New York World,
Thubsday, Dec. 14.— Senate.—The resolu- were burglarioustools and skeleton keys. summer, instiMted by the spirit of
A Deg That Had Never Been a Woman,
tion to print extra copies of the President’s Mes- The mounted police will watch this ren- modem ioonodasm,but ostensiblyfor
that they were not made within the time preA half mile farther on we came upon
the sake of greater harmony in the proscribed by law, bat were made after the elec- sage and the accompanying documents,in regard dezvous and prevent any further ento the late election in Louisiana, was uken up.
portions of the new Statuary Hall, has the oamp of the men who were building
tion, in New Orleans, to count out TUden and
campment
being
formed.
The
place
has
Mr. Thurman moved to amend, so as to have
count la Hayes, to count out Nioholls and printed with the Message and documentsthe become so notoriously infestedtliat the caused this old gallerv to bedestroved, the road. “ Oamp ” is an elastic word.
count In Packard.
memorial of Bogy, Stevenson and McDonald, em- residents were afraid to retire to their and has removed the ancient railing. In this oase it meant merely a small pine
Mr. Morton said the great questionbefore bracing the report of the Democratic committee beds.”
For thirty-nine years the Congresses of grove, two big fires and some piles of
which witnessed the oonnt in New Orleans. A later
the LouisianaReturning Board was that of inthe Federal constitutionassembled in blsnkets. Here the road ceased. As we
discussionfolio wed.Mr. Sherman defended his report
timidation, murder, and violence.The country
Walnut trees sometimes attain pro- these old halls, when they were removed halted, three dogs came bounding towvigorously,while Mr. Thnrman assailedit as vigorwanted to hear about these crimes. It wanted ously, and claimedthat it grossly exaggeratedthe
digious size and great age. An Italian to their new quarters.
ard us, barking most furiously. One
to hear from the Democratic committee which facts. The debate became general in character,
of them stopped suddenly, gave one
INCREASE 07 REPRESENTATION.
visited New Orleans in regard to this intimi- not only involving Louisiana,but Florida and South architect mentions having seen at St
dation. The report of that committee tonohed Carolina.Mr. Randolph said, in regard to the Nicholas, in Lorraine,a single plank of
The second session of the Fortv- fourth searching look at me, put her tail bethe great question of intimidation with a single latter, that the Democratsdid not concede that it the wood of the walnut twenty-five feet Congress commenced to-day. tfhe First tween her legs and with a pitifulyelp of
had been carried by Hayes, bnt that the Democrats,
paragraph not aa long as his finger.
on s recount of the votes, expectedto show that wide, upon which the Emperor Fred- Congress was composed of sixty-five terror turned and fled. I walked slowly
Mr. Bayard asked what Governorof any their national and State tickets had a
erick ilL had given a sumptuous members, representingthe thirteen after her ; she would look back over her
Stats except Louisiana would have assisted in clear majority of sll the votes cast. Fhe
preparing a compilationwhich showed not only resolutions after being amended so se to include banquet In the Baider valley, near original States. In the Second Congress shoulder,turn, make one or two lunges
the miserable conditionof hia people, bnt his the report of the Democraticcommittee which Balaklava,in the Crimea, stands a
three States, Vermont, Kentucky, and at me, barking shrilly,then with the
own criminal negligence in not protecting witnessedthe count in New Orleans,was then walnut tree at least 1,000 years old. It Tennessee,were added to the nnmber same yelp of terror run swiftly away : at
them. He argued that the effect of the docu- agreed to... The Chair Laid before the Senates yields annually from 80,000 to 100,000
Message from the President in anof representatives from the original ter- tat she grew brave enough to keep her
ment now before the Senate would be to conswer to
resolution of the Ben- nuts, and belongs to five Tartar famiritory, and the membership increased to face toward me, bnt continually backed
sign to everlasting infamy the false men in
°f the* 6th inst. in regard to troops being
control of that Stats who had never performed stationed at Petenburg. Va., on election day. lies, who share its produce equally.
107. There were no oh ngee in the 4 way, alternatingher bark of defiance
the first duty of honest governmentin sup- Ordered printed and to lie on the table.... Also, a
number of States or membership until her yelp of terror in a way which
pressing tup crimes they now parade. He did communication from the Attorney General in an’ Whether for use on man or beast, the Seventh Congress,
reap, when
____ Ohio and
irresistibly ludicrous. We were
not wish to shut out the truth. Let it come swer to the Senate resolutionof the 12th inst. in Merchant's Gargling Oil will be found
regard to the employment of Depnty Marshalson
Louisiana entered the Union, and the utterly perplexed by her behavior until
out, and it would show the results of Congresselection dav. The Attorney General aaya the In- an invaluable liniment, and worthy of
number was increasedto 142. In 1816 her m&stor,as soon as he oould speak foi
ional interference with local State Govern- formation called for is not in his possession,and
use by every resident in the land. We the number of Representatives had be- laughing,explainedit.
ment.
can onJy be obtained from the Marahatatfthe
know of no proprietary medicine or come 182— the ratio of representation “ Yer see, that ’ere dog’s never seen s
Mr. Sherman argued that the authorities of
!* the P°w*r 40 »PP«nt depuLouisiana had done sll they oouldto puJeh tiee, but he will seek to procure informationat as article now used in the United States remaining
ICUJBUWig the
wju same
onuio as
noit had
UttU been
IKttJIl from woman afore 1 She was reared in
JLU the
Mil
f"1!
M practicable. Ordered nrintod and tn
criminals, but a criminalcould not be arrested lie on the table.
which shares the good will of the peo- the beginning, one Representative to w00^8» m * hain’t never took her no
outside a pariah where the crime wss commitHouse.— Mr. Knott, the Chairman of the Judiciary ple to a greater degree than this. Yel- 33,000 people. At this tune the basis of wberes, an’ that’s jest the foot on’t ; ah
ted unless the proceedings In the parish should
Committee,
reported a resolution as a substitute low wrapper for animal, and white for representationwas increased to 35,000,
makeof a woman."
have been commenced against each criminal.
In acme parishes it was impossibleto hold a for kjr. MoCrary’s resolution about counting the human flesh.— A. Y. Independent,
and Indiana was admitted. From that It grew droller and droller. Theothe
court The truth wml the^oung men of the electoral votes. It provides for a committeeof
seven, to sot in conjunction with any UmiUf comThe Herald of Health says that the date, new States were admitted at almost do8s *ere our K00^ friends at ou«
South were determine# that negroes should not
mittee that may be appointedby the Senate, to reevery
taped about us, snuffed us, and hoke
exercise rights guaranteed to them by the con- port without delay a measurebest calculated to ac- right way to oook an eggistopourwat^r
that State for some years past. He argued that
R was the duty of the Returning Board to fill
the vacancy existingin that board, bat it was
not filled because the board intended that no
Demooratio eye should see, or Democratic ear
hear, itaproceedingewhen it came to the final
issue. The action of the Returning Board, eo
intensely partisan and unfair, must now be bolstered by his colleague. The American people
would not take the assertionof any man, no
matter how high lie might be, that this thing
was fair. They would demand sll the facts.
Hs next referredto the affidavits of Supervisors of Election as to intimidation, and argued

a

w

™

irOW

»

^amo

Oonsrev.

stitution.A few whits men oould ride roughshod over e number of negroes.
Mr. Bayard said the Senatorfrom Ohio (Sherman) must be in error in saying that a criminal
in Louisianaoould not be arrested outside of a
pariah where the crime was committed. If such
a elate ef facte did exist, who waa responsible?
What party had been In power in that Stats ?
Mr. Bayard then quoted at length from reports of investigationinto southern affairs,

complish the desired end ; also another committee on it at a boiling temperature and leave
of .even to report what are the privllegee,powers
the egg in it for fifteenminutes.
anddntiosof the House in counting the electoral
votes. The resolutionwas adopted under the operaIs it possible that one will be so fool- tbe number of the State, themselves
tion of the previous question without debate or
division....The Senate amendmentsto the Post- ish to suffer from Gstarrh. Gold in the Heed,
so speedily increasing,that Congress
route bill of last session for the re-eetabllakment bed Bmelia in Noee end Throet. when by this
thea threatenedto be the unwieldy body
of the fast-mailserviceand of the franking prlvnew enttoeptic principle. Dr. J. H. McLeen’e
lle#9 were rejected on the ground that they should
Ceterrh Bnuff, yoneen be cured ? Trial boxee. which it already has become, and the
not have been engrafted on such a bill.
J. H. McLean, 314
Friday, Dee. 16.— fimofe.—Mr. Wlndotn, from
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It is noteworthy

how

Hew Firm! Hew

STEKET^jE.

A.

a year,

Wonderful in

Results.

its

yet acquired the custom of personal inves-

and scrutiny. This ought to be
changed. Parents ought to go and see for
themselves,and become somewhat acquainted with the intricacies of a well
regulated school, and we confidently ex.
tigation

luiiilita?

Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Syrup, Tobacco, Etc.
At prices that will astonish the best buyers in Holland City.

No tricks or bates-Honest weights and measures to

bred to the belief that the supervision of faction after using two-thirds of a bottle.
Call at our stores and get a sample bottle
education belongs to the central govern-

sovereign citizensin this country, have not

Prices!

Slooter&Higgins, Cor. 8th &Fish St.

There is no Medicine that has accomdosed. Still, we cannot lay the blame to plished so much as 8hUoh'$ Consumption
Cure. It has establishedthe fact that
lack of interest,for If any one thing is
Consumption can be cured, while for
jealously guarded by the population of this Asthma, Bronchitis,Croup, Hoarseness,
city, it is education. But, if we are not Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
entirely wrong, some of this apparent it has no equal. No Medicine was ever
sold on such favorable terms. If it was
apathy may be looked upon as a natural
unreliable it would be the greatest folly to
result of the position the masses occupied guaruuteeit. It costs nothing to try it as
in the Old World; there they are born and it can be returned If it does not give satisbut especially during the examination just

ment or its delegatedsubstitutes,and although knowing the right they enjoy as

Hew

Goods!

H. Wijkhuijsen,

At tto Store formerly occupied by

few parents visit

our public schools in the course of

--wry. .-rTT.-ti- ?r-r3TTtuct!-rr-zz

iii

Ward Grocery House.

First

For a foil line of Canned Goods, such
as Peaches, Pears, Corn, Lobsters, etc. etc.,
call and examine our stock and prices.

i

for 10c or a regular size for 50 cents or |1.
If your Lungs are sore or Chest or Back
lame use Shiloh’s Bellabohnn Plaster
which seldom fails to give relief. J. 0.
Doeshurg, No. 70, Eighth Street and Wm.
Van Putten, River Street, Holland, Mich.
Elsewhere by dealers generally.
“Hackmetack”a new and delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.

-

-------

A Card

all.

We buy goods and produce for cash and with
added we

a small profit

the same for

offer

taluter aJ JckIpl
Offers his services as such to the public and

o-a.sh: OISTLIT.

wlH

guaranteehis work for moderate charges. Having
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. Josltn
<& lirrymnn,has now started for himself iu tb*
store of X; J. ALBSS3. at

Our stock consists of a greater variety and better quality
No. 52, Eighth Street.
than has heretofore been sold in this city. We have aimed,
Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jewin

making our

selections, to get

ONLY PURE GOODS.

to the Public.

elry businoiH, and Mr. Wijkhuijsento the Wutchoa..
However, each of them will wait on the public la
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tilul stock of Clocks and \\ atches,which they offer
for sale cheap.

CALL AND SEE.

For many years we have made two med- The adulteration of food has been so extensively carried on that it has been next to an impoHtdbillty
for a consumer to get that which Is tit to ent. and the strong competitioniu business has inccption at the bauds of those in charge of icines suited to the ailments of a vast
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 1870.
creased the demand for impure goods, and the result is that nlneout every ten merchants
class of sufferers.Thousands of cures
keep mostly Impure goods. We think the citizens demand hetter’goods and
the little ones. Parents and teachers
H. Wijkhuijsen,
have been made by them, and in fact, the
arc in for REFORM— and as we are the first to make the start, wo hope
J.
Albers.
would get better acquainted with each word failure could not he coupled with
to he encouragedwith a portion of your patronage.
other, and as they become better acquaint- them. But within the last two years couned can’t we hope for a beneficial result? terfeits of our medicines have sprung up,
dangerouslyin their close imitation of our
The examination just closed reflects great
Trade Mark. To secure the people we
credit on Prof. Down in and his corps of have placed upon each genuine box of
We think wc can convince nil that we are selling PURE GOODS at the same price that are being
teachers, impartially measuring oil the en- Holloway’sOintment the fac-simile of the paid for Impure stuff By strict attention to business and good management we hope to gain a libera!
share of the patronage.
cociums of praise afcd merited promotion. signature of our agent, Mr. Jos. Haydock.
To counterfeit is felony. We shall relentAnd now for a brief respite from study
lessly pursue any one who imitatesthis
for the bracing air of wintry sport.
with the utmost vigor of the law. We
Having succeededthe late firm of O. Van Putten
& Co., at the same stand and In the same bnslnesa
most earnestly beg that the great mass of
wishes to advertise through the columns of the
THE ELEOTOBAL VOTE.
the American people will aid us in our efNews his stock of
forts to protect their health, and help us
Following the favorite republican party in our task of bringing the most unprinciDry Goods,
Mr. FRANK 8LOOTER remains with us, wishing to see all pf his old customersand a host of
rule that the state returningboard or gov- pled men tothc bar of justice. Uniformly
Hats
Caps,
of new ones.
ernor’s certificate decides the electoralvote refuse to purchase Meuicincspurporting to
Groceries,
he our unless Mr. Jos. Haydock’s signaGov. Tilden and not Gov. Hayes has 185
37-tf
ture is attached to each box of Pills or pot
Crockery,
votes, and is the president-elect. But one of Ointment and the end will soon be
Flour
Feed.
of these comes from Oregon, and is not reached.
The public’s obedientservants,
seriously claimed by the democrats, while
Etc., Etc.
Holloway & Co.
it is most stoutly disputedby the republi• .
cans. A favoriteplan of the extreme repect that the visitors would get a kind re.

The Goods axe

HEW"AHD PURE. NEW FIRM!

all

G. Van Putten.

"

Wm. COLEMAN &

CO.,

EIGHTH STREET CORNER OF FISH

STR.

IN SLOOTERS’ BRICK STORE,

&

WM. COLEMAN &

J.

publicans

now

&

W. Bosnian,

Merchant

itUit' Ailmtiscmcnts.

is for their president of the

IQ

Tailor,

the three votes,

and rejecting the other,, but /count in
Louisianaand Florida votes, and so elect
their president by just the number neces-

One Step toward Tem-

Ready Made

perance.

AND

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING

I have this day reduced the whole scale of

sary,— Ignoring and denying all along the

Moved into

prices to

right of Congress to entertain questions of

2
%

H

contested returns, or, indeed, have anything

whatever to do

j

with the business

except as spectators.Nearly
publican party papers have

all

the

C. Blom,
Holland. Dec.

re-

A Sure Cure.

been commit-

For Consumption, bronchitis, agthnma, catarrh, at short notice.
throat and lung diseases.Also a sure relief and
seems to be adopted at the White House; permanent cure for general debility,dysp-pslaand
all nervous c flections,
by a simple vegetable medOF
and such republicauleaders in Congress as icine, which cured a venerablemissionary Physi- ail
cian who was long a resident of Syria’and the
Sherman and Morton,— though it is direct- K*st, and who ha- freely niven this valuable specific
iu
ly in the face of his favorite measure for to thousandsof kindredsufferers with the greatest
possible benefits, and he now feels It his sacred
o
settling electoral vote disputes,— Ferry, Christiandntv to impart toothers this wonderful
invigorating remedy,and will send Fit EE the origa call
Logan and Garfield have avowed it. Most inal recipe complete,with full directions, to any
of the other leading senatorsand repre- person enclosing stamp for reply,
DR. CLARK A. ROBBINS,
J.
sentatives are at present dodging the quesUreely Block, Syracuse, N. Y.
(P. O. Box
44-dm.
Holland,
Dec.
2,
tion, however, and, consideringtheir re-

ting themselves to this theory, this week;

hia

urn

mu

MfmjiisiKC-

*
Great Variety. r
;>

-

Hats & Caps

-

Give us

2

76.1

balance of precedents the other way,

it

certainly can only need the demonstration
of .conservativepublic opinion to carry

i

and

both Houses to

decide

In such event, we shall probably have a

you want a

If

on

call

•

peaceful presidentialinauguration, the

New

by

congressionalcommittees, and the

upou

IIARRIXG TOX.

the vote of that state.

final

The

you need

If

Of

plans of the

and mean to make

a hot figbt against

dis-

WE HAVE
If

you need

BERS

BOOTS, SHOES OR RUBE. J.

HARRINGTON.

Do not miss your opportunity for Furs, call

The record of the Florida returning
Hayes
majority down there was secured by throwing out the votes of several precinctsbe-

E. J.

on

A

STEAM

HATS

anil

HARRINGTON.

CAPS

cheaper than at whole-

E. J.

irregulari-

Limy,

and very cheap at
£. J.

another day, placing

window 4o

a

Silt

Fine horses and beautiful carriages,cnttir*.and
kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our

Glassware, Crockery, hush rpassed at the Cheap Store of

supervisorat

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

Butter and Eggs bought

No

votes were sold, also Potatoes,
thrown out because of alleged intimida-

.

' E.

J.

Pork

PSA TRIAL,

were very few. The

Harrinton.

E. J.

Holland, Dec,

2,

1870.

A Good opportunityfor a

W. &

now

City Lots for Sale
E. J.

and

is

also being investigated

congressional,committee,— and,
facts

the

sented them, the record of the state’s vote

—

1874.

20,

j

NOTICE!
M. Reidsema & Son.
offers Ms complete stock of Goods consistingof

NO.

_

stove-wood

t

___ HARRINGTON.
_______
E. J.

_

‘

The above firm make a aped ally of cuetom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compete with anv house in the city.
They keep constantly of . hand a choice varietyof
Ladiea and Children shoes and gaiters.

Repairing neatly done and at
Shoit
hoik Notice.
N(
84-lf

'

'

!V W. A

II.

None are genuineunless the signature of J. Haydock, as agent lor the United States, surrounds
each box o! Pills, and Ointment. A handsome reward will bo given to any one rendering such information as may load to the detectionof any
party or parties counterfeiting the medicines or

Ued world, inboxes

e^There

at

cents, 6- cents and $1.

is considerablesaving by taking the

’T^-Directlons for the guidance of patients In
everv disorder are affixedto each box.
Office, 112

Liberty Street, Nev Yoik.

am

ahs

emomi mu

Wall Paper,

RIVER STREET,

22

etc.

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

^deTuchouten’s

Furniture,

»

Cheap at

Eastern Salt, Limo, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,
- ........
'
at the store of
Job work done now cheaper than ever.
E. J. HARRINGTON.

should certainly be reversed.

SPRIETSMA & SON

L.

Window Shades,

Holland, - - - Michigan.
Sc

by the
if.

Ml

in

continue to appear as we have repre-

Shoes.

Carpets,

HARRINGTON.

Disorders of the Kidneys.

AND

Holland, February

J.

HARRINGTON.

hearing before the Supreme court of the
state,

and

Oilcloths,

him. The whole question of the

And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointmentis
most invaluable.It docs not heal externally alone
hut penetrates with the most searching effects to

LOT HOLLOWAY’S PILLS

ON SHORT
Cash Paid for Hides

fore the Massachusetts supreme court or
evidently give the state

"I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but
the medicine to me Is wotth a dollar."
•‘Send me five boxes of yonr Pills.”
Let me have three boxes of yonr Pills by return
mall for Chills and Fever."
I have over SOU such testimonials as these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.

Ladies,
Youths,

ELFERDINK’S

H.

ri

E. J.

prevails in contested election returns be-

house.”
•'Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that was
chronic."
"I gave one of your Pills to my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well In a day.”
"My nansea of a morning Is now cured."
"Your box of Holloway'sOintment cured mo of
noises In the he-ad. 1 rubbed some of your Ointment behind the ears, and the noise has left.”
‘•Scud me two boxes; 1 want one for a poor fam-

For Stomachs Out of Order.

Now

Grist Mill.

Inquire of

and such rules of review and decision as

-I hud no appetite; Holloway'sPills gave me a
hearty one.’’
“Your Pills are marvellous.”
“I send for anotherbox, and keep them iu the

Invariably enre the following diseases;
_ I offerforsale Lot 8, Block 41,bcingon the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsare all new. It is a’des
irable location for any kind of buUluess.Terms
In all diseases affecting these organs, whether
D. TE ROLLER.
they secret too much or two little water; or
Hollant. Miob.. March 3,
S-tf
whether they he afflictedwith stone or gravel, or
with aches and pains settled in the loins over the
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should betaken according t" the printed directions, and tho
Ointment should be well rubbed Into the small of
the back at bed time. This treatment will give
almost Immediate relief when all other means
A new stock of Goods has Jnst been opened,and have failed.
we can state to the Public that it has been
bought expressly for this season of the year.
No medicinewill so effectuallyImprove the tone
It is
of of the stomach a* these Pills; they temove all acidity occasioned either by Intemperance or Improp
er diet. They reach the liver and red nee it to n
Gents,
healthy action; they are wonderfullyefficaciousIn
Misses
cases of spasm-in fact they never tail in curing
all disorders of the liver and stomach,
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known In the
Onr Intentionis to offer those goods at low world for the following diseases: Ague. Asthma,
price,and we request the trading public to call and
BillionsComplaints.Blotches on theSklu.Bowels,
examine.
Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery. Fry
sipelas,Female Irregularities,
Fevers of all kinds.
Fits, G-ut. Headache. Indigestion,Inflamation,
Jaundice, Liver Complaints,Lumbago, Piles. Rheumatism, Retentionof urine. Scrofula or King’s
Evil. Sore Throats. Stone and Gravel, Tic DouloutNOTICE eux, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms, of all kinds, \\ eakness from any cause,
-

42-ly

legal

votes actnally cast gave the state to Tilden,

HOLLO WATT’S FILL.

the very root of the evil.

and

I the undersignedhaving become sole proprietor
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm
name of

Harrington,Jr.
John Vaupell.

at

tion, and those arraigned and rejected for

action of the returning board is

H

and TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

etc.

these Pacts.

ily.”

d

•HcMy

GOOD TURNOUTS" GUARANTEED.

GIVE

acter not affecting the honesty or legality

officially to

<1

3

stable at reasonable rates.

inspector, and ail or nearly all of a char-

m Congress would

C-f;

STORE

HOUjSE,

W

aniBoard Stailt,

all

receive ballots instead of an

of the votes themselves.

^2

O

FOB SALE!

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.

HARRINGTON.

ties tferethe carryingof the ballot-boxes to

the

Maik

2, 1870.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

Groceries of the best qual-

another room, the postponement of the

till

-1

VAN PUTTEN.

G.

Holland, Aug.

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

!M1miuMMlII'L

these cases there was

counting and making up of the returns

W. VERBEEK & Co.
v.. -

HARRINGTON.

care of the votes. It does not appear from

any actual fraud or that the votes were iu ity

t2T CALL M~D SEE.

of the Latest Styles

sale at

ballot-boxes and

The

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in uur line, manufactured on shcrl
noti«e.

H.

cause of informalities or irregularitiesin

any form tampered with.

*

©

Boots

DOORS, SASH

hoard just published, shows that the

in

^

easy. 1875.

SPECIALITY.

FLORIDA BETUBNING BOARD.

actual fraud

•

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

by Cougress.

the record that

-d

ns;

AD’RTZ

call at

appeared, and there is now a rapidly in-

tor

Or Re-Sawing Done.

HARRINGTON.

creasing faith in settlement of the question

managementof the

v’#

5 [Q

Planing, Matching,

them;

hut the talk of an appeal to arms has

the

x
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H
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fed

confident we can satisfy all whe

want '

a

E. J.

be relied upon.

The Testimony of tho Whole World,

Mill.

Most Approved Pat

the

new Suit of

a

Clothes for yourself or boys

good deal excited at the go to
extreme party republicans,

democrats are

35

<

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

And we are

the

-o

For Cutaneous Disorders,

Dress

4

E. J.

PRICES ARE
— LOW.

0

X

jirejirst-class.

,

choice depending upon the further exam-

decision

O
d
3

assert

their common right to settle all disputes.

ination of the Louisiana question

fed

r

Planing

HARRINGTON.

J.

42rly

iPHCEHsrix:

Bargains is still open at the
Cheap Store of

them against this most revolutionary innovation,

1876.

The opportunity for Great

d-

fed

a
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x

C 0
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d-

Goods

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
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X
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w

BOSMAN.

W.

C. Zj

(J}

a
and see our &

Goods.

cord last session and before, and the great
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fed
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One door West of VAN LANDEGEND & MELTS
and now offers a full line of goods and at such reasonable prices, that it will be to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire.We have ample
facilities In onr now quarters to make up clothing
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21st, 1870.
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NEW BRICK STORE
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Dealer in all kinds of

Senate to pick out the republican returns
from Oregon, giving Hayes

CO.

Feathers
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Feather Beds,
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Wholesale and Retail

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
All the goods are marked dowo, and I hereby sol
good will and patronageof the public.
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oroua action that the impediments are removed.

Holland, Mich.
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RIEDSEMA.
18,

1870.
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WALSH,
Holland.

Dmggist.
Mich. a

Holland. ‘Mich., Feb.
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Go ami hear the temperance debate.

lattinns.
A Mekry Christmasto nil!
The
and

lays from

e

ice is reported about 5 inches thick,

making.

still

.
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is going to be the next City Mar-

shal?

Or, can we do’ without one?
.
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» *\ ,0 <
Post Office ’vill be open on Christ.

We

1

'
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9 to 10 A.

M. and from

is

noticed several loads of

a

will

saw

Good

logs

would

i

pay.

.IV

mill.

considerable is
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lUe ^ the star hat store

Several

3E3»

were

left

carrier pigeons in a mat:h last

I.,

a distance

.

•

is

I."1

ty in bringing

wood and other merchan-

Canal was drawn

—

from the Netherlands,and it is rumored

time chickens were found

81 have

been

missing in the Fourth Ward, and recently
the thief was caught in the act by Mr. L.

Hiefje— the thief was a large dog.

of

mile

Boonville,
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What

In the Departmentof Biscay, France,

Tuesday, Dec. 20th,
yon’s Hall.

at

“What

p. in., in

Ken-

Temperance?” Go and hear
•discussed.Go ami discuss it.

club. This too

has been challengedby his

Now

is

this

19.00.

j

Amt

seconds

St. Lours dispatch of

Health

!

Grand Raptda

-

Busin cm Con

to i

Dlvlalon-St,

fit+3

7xrfl

between the Library and
ai

wbtdWdSb.j Union Ticket

Uflico.

Separaic mpniH for differentpatfont*.Onll earlr,
PutlentH arriving in the city hould come at once to
uec the Doctor beftm* attending to other btndncrt*.
Otllce bourn, W a. m. to 4 p. m. Sunday 10 to 2.

DR. AIKIN

pre-eminentlyruccerafnl In curing cnaea in his
(treatSreelnlticK,and bax many livingwltnenrc* who
owe life and health to him. after having given up all
hope of relief.Ills remedies are idohL iulnlllble,
with marvelous efficacyrelieving HvmptomHand removing the cause of disease, restoring the vital orthat he has received an appointment gans to their natural functions, purifying and invigorating the whole system, and he la uuivereallv re-‘
from the Russian government to purchase lied upon as
Ic

war vessels and naval mateiial for that

are hereby tendered to the Hol-

Without

—

Life

another entrance at
he has also another

Q1

a late date inform us that the St. Louis relatives and
business associates of Commodore C. K.
Garrison, of New York, have information

MThderhout, should be $7.00 in place of

Thanks

A

is Wealth, or Fame, or

Opposite (shovel Ituthbun House.

hasty gen-

own

THIS. HEAX) all.

CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
M
*
p L
57Monroe-st.1

temper.
.

STR/EET

BAKERY.

SEARS

TIIS DOCTOB’3 LOCATION Is most eligible, central and
convenientat

the time for a good sleigh-ride, for such an unprecedented display of bad

and Messrs. Harrington & Vaupell supplied themselves with a lot of new single
and
double cutters some of which are
Two errors slipped into the Council Proreally
handsome. Prospects are good to
ceedings as published last week. In the
account is one place where the words keep sleighing during the holidays, and
“stove wood,” should have fteen cords of those uew cutters may have come in the
stone; and another account, that of J. W. right time. Give them a trial.

/ tfc <1.10 .*;(

FOR THE CURE OF-

tleman, who moves in fashionablecircles,

killed outright.

can be done in this

city for

severely *itli a

-

Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute

every child is celebrated

he reached the rendezvous and beat him

ll>e

The Holland City Temperance Society ' "llire of lI,e ,i»hl' flew aKainsl
a
will hold its next regular meeting on few nights ago and eleven of them were

IR/OIEl

IsT

Next door to

J&HjAJD

by planting a fruit tree, which is as carefully
Mr. P. Pfanstiehl, of Grand Haven, in- Miss Kite White, C. J. Willey.
tended as the record of the child whose
Wm. Vkrreek, P. M.
forms us that the Grand Haven Stave
birth it registers.
Company expects to start up in a few days.
The keeper of Boon Island lighthouse,
The work on the mill and machinery is
At a recent dnel near Paris one, of the
on the coast of New Hampshire,reports
being pushed with great vitror.
combatants
seized his opponent as soon as
that a flock of wild geese, dazzled by the

_

!»?:'» *

DR. AIKIN'S DOUBLE COLUMN.

List of letters remaining in the Office at every land owner must plant two saplings
for every
timber-treehe cuts down. In
Holland,
....... * Mich., Dec. 21, 1870: Miss
*
ll)(; hjrthof

I

the other day, there

a

lost.

Angline Auslmum, Mrs Sophronia Smith, i Java

O

84-8m

During the past twenty years the Brit- N. Y., three or four wagon loads of eels,
that they have brought their "big bonanza’*
ish Governmenthas added 017 ships to its twenty-eight drowned mules, sixty-two
with them.
navy. It has sold 110, broken up 125, and dead dogs, and ever so many dead cats.

For some

fl

the newly fitted up store at

22

of the Black River

off

were found within

— — “'•*/

more at the corner of Canal and Lyon
streets, but is 'permanently located in

-

— —

Mr. Eding and family have arrived home dise into town.

,l~

Is no
n

We notice the names of Simon Sprictsma and Pieter Winters among the petit
next season’swork.
jurors drawn for January term of the Cir^ ^ ^
— •
We are having good sleigh-ridingand cuit Couit, commencing Monday, Jun. 8.
water

j{.

GRAND RAPIDS.

preparatory to

When the

1,,)

of twenty miles,

seventeen minutes.

Mason Lumber Co., of Muskegon,
its mill

,

ill hf/, :>

week,fcflcw from Mansfield, Mas*., to Pro-

the fanners are improving the opportuni-

blessing for Michigan.

’

vidence, K.

—

sleigh-

It

Geehlings,Becker & Co. have just received a new large boiler for their grist

The

4 to

( '

f

and

is higher,

'VSMM’JM
Less than 500,000 reel of logs

^

go and sweep a skating park

Mich., is repairing

being brought to our mills.
ing

Who

Arbor.

Ann

on the Jtiver or the Lake

Who

The
mas Day from
5 P. M;

Pork

brought Into town.
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Cures.

^jj*0
j from Pain, Weakness,Whites, Ulceration,
Sopcountry. Through the same source of
it is raise economy to suffer from any annoyingpresslon or other diseases, and iirag out a tulserA fire occurred at Grand Haven 6 and well appreciated music; to Mr. Kolyn informationil is stated that heavy pur- disouse or symptom, which, from his ability and able life, when by a little care von can have the en.
..
.
, succeas In *o
‘‘'mnnyaimtiar
caHCa.yon
Have every
every Joyment of perfect health. H^Uall or send stamp
many similar cases,
yon have
o’clock on Sunday morning and destroyed( h»r his valuable assistance as organfst, and chases of arms tor Russia are to he made ! renaon
reneon t»
to hniinvn
believe «ha
the n..o»n.
Doctor can cure. Health
in for circularand Importantinformation.
n....i.».i.
r#“Htlrplcnl-tnrc—
few, healthy children, or none.
the wagon and blacksmithshop on Second j t° Mr. G. Rankens for the use of hisexcel- in tlm country, and that the neCo,iations j c„|llSr0itJ,uS^ Vv'IISSe.to^
street, owned by Ball & Gauber, and the ’ lenl organ at the concert on Monday even- will be carried on through Ben Butler, Of I Jnd,ced* 1,ut acting on yonroen beat Judgment, call
to fully Investigate and Batlafy youraolf. No use
Fit*, Chorea, Palay, and all Ncrvon* Affection* are
Massachusetts.
adjoining dwelling, owned* by II. C. ing, December 18, 1876.
to denounce a man who taken IioucIchh caret1from rnred where other mean* fall, hv Improved remethe
handaof
good
phyalciana,
and
by
hta
Htipcrlor
dio*.
Ackley. Loss about $3,000. The shops
C. Van Oostbnbuugge.
Walnut trees sometimes attain prodi- t>killand Improved remedicarentoroH them at once
---- — ^ ^ - —
to health and life's enjovroent.
were insured for $1,200. The origin of
One of the attractions of Berlin is Prau- gious size and great age. An Italian “ TOO LA TE! DIED TUBOUQU NEGLECT!
GnrglcaJPi*o**et', Cancer*. Tnmor*. Hare-Lip,
the fire is unknown.
Fistula, Club-Foot, etc., Muedled by the most apIn how many ciluph thl» can ho nald of frtcmlH or
scher’s Museum of Wax Figures. The architectmentions having seen at St. Nichproved method*,
retail vei victim* of Ooncumptlon or other tnaldiiolas, in Lorraine, a single plank of the
Mr. P. T. Barnum has been correspond- most striking ol these is an Illustrationof
ou8 dlscAHo. and how 8«d the reflection that the
wood of the walnut twenty-five feet wide, timely, ektllfnl treatment to prolong llfo wax noging with English carpet manufacturers, the last operation performed upon Louis
lectc
Mont famllie* have one or more with life embtt- YOlllldi KIDDLE * ASSD AND OLD HEN
with the view of inducing them to es- Napoleon. The sick man, naked to the upon which the Emperor Frederick III.
had given a sumptuous banquet. In the
waist,
is stretched upon a bed. The chest
tablish factoriesin Bridgeport. One has
rises and falls, the eyes open and shut, Baidur Valley, near Ralaklava, in the can be restored to health by the ektllfnl Special let , j ‘l dtitS In
land City Cornet

Band

for their kindness
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EPILEPSY.

DEFORMITIES.

.

GENTLEMEN!

I

refused on account of the protective tar

’

iff',

to give vent to Crimea, stands

walnut tree at

least 1,000

lips separate, as if
1WW at (St. Lonl* in ’fl5. Son Franciscoduring '7:J)
years old. Il yields annually from 80,- enjoying a wide and merited reputation a* a most
groans,
and
the
head
turns
feverishly
upMr. Barnum's proposition for the very
auccetamlPhy*iciao,andhaving thorough qualltlon its pillow. The representation isspoken 000 to 100,000 nuts, and belongs to five cation*, In*lghtaudaptroM for the healing art,
reason that the other refused it.
with all the bc*t mean* and appliance*— ln*truof ns startling, and so painfully realistic Tartar families, who share its produce raents and retnedies-known to the Profeuxlon, a
coiiHtant Biicceaxaion of cure* *tlll attend* Dr.
equally.
Solemn occasionsare sometimes ruth- as to draw immense numbers daily.
Aikln'x practice,and consequentlythe number of
hiajatlent* Is ever on the Increase.
lessly marred. A wedding party in Boston,
Of
all who have ever received a silver
A correspondentof the Knoxville (Tenn)
for example, was broken up by the arrest
medal for saving human' life, Eudoxic
Chronicle,writing from Jamestown, Fenof the bridegroom and three of his friends
Charreton,aged 7, is probably the young-

and another shows a disposition to accept the

a

DR. AIKIN.

tress

county, Term., says: Mr. Davis, an

And at a burial in Mnckville,
Englishman, has been cutting a road
men who had been hired to fill
through a solid rock for about three
grave fought over their work and used

for robbery.
Ark., the
the

am

told by the oldest citizens of Fentress

county have been lodged i:: a cave,

The PhilharmonicAssociation gave
vocal concert on

a

Monday evening, which

was well attended considering the severe

weather. The program was

faithfully

carried out, and some choruses were effect-

least

eighty

executed.We hope

Philharmonic’swill keep on

stu lying

the

four feet of the

such

we can

at

high, for

now

within about

hive. He thinks this

is

very rich.

The

.

v—

mam

WMI

THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST.NOW PERMANENTLY LOCATED IN OhAND
est. On Oct. 21 she was pasturing some
RAPIDS, MICH.
sheep near Tramolie, in France, when her HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AND TREATMENT
littlefive-year old companion, who was
HAVE MADE HIM CELEBRATED FOR
HIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
washing her apron from a board over a
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIES TS TREATED
deep tank, tipped over, and fell head foreWITH EQUAL CARE AND SKILL.
Good Advice and Good Treatment
most into the water. Instead of running HU1IDBEES ATTS8T THI OEflAX EMICACY Of HIO
T5EATKSHT.
Youth* and men who have received Irom others
away for help or crying, the brave little Em* ai»9 *»m Snrmr timareamo,Lvma had treatment and Immoral advice (resulting in
Tmaotr, **» ormaa caaojrro 9ig. sad consequencesor terriblediseases), will find it
girl quickly righted the board, caught her
***** Ctraaa, **a Wapaaa 8 a w*
true friend In Dr. Aikin. whose counseland runeCaaariTvnaaa wvitr va
drowning companoin by the heel, and
*»a Matarrsaaara*.
well being*0 ni>°n ^ thL’,r rn0raI an phyh,cul
succeeded in rescuing her. She then HIR PATH NTS (LAIN 10 TO 40 LBS. IX WEIOHT.
t
stripped, wrapped her benumbed and al- Serious,ComplicatedDiseases,that for
Stammering, and Impediments In speech that dally
Many years Resist the Treatment of.
and hourly vex and mortify, and make one a lunglimost lifeless protege in her own warm

ST-ST-STUTTERING

Family Story Hiper appeared on

our table for the first time. This paper is

and a

practisingand‘enliventhe taste for music

fifty feet

years. Mr. Davis has spent hun-

dreds of dollars, and is

ively rendered, and one tenor solo was
particularly well

one hundred and

Prtho only sure, rational, laxthiKcure for
Nmiriimtorrho'* Humliul Weakoup*, j«*iv#n* De
nfllty, Impotence,etc. No qiitckvry or deception
Friendly advice and reliableaid. It I* wolf known
uown
that
A. .....
at way*
effect*
a evw. HI* tr
.--y-jDr.
.....
. ------ -Wit ment
Include* ALL-you need never look elaewhere.
Those about to
should not fall to cowult him.
SflM (lnlckc«t.mffd remediesfor all private dlx
eases or old symptom*. Gledt. Syphilis,
Stricture, Defects. Phltno*!*, Hydrocele. Varlcocole, etc., radicallycured. No mercury used. Pri
ya»e Rooms. No “gettingprescriptions.”
Travelew promptly supplied.
While many Innocentvictims suffer the terrible
effect* of certain diseases neglectedor badly treat
ed by physicians In genera! (they should not be in
"tructcd with these case*). It I* right and proper to
use plain terms that the iodiacreet or unfortunate
may know whore to get help, and no offense cau be
taken by pure minded person*—flee Tltha 1-lb.

first-class literary paper,

clothes, and then only ran off to get help.

and offers ex-

traordinaryinducements with the begin-

Speaking of the severe storm of

Fri-

how

tng stock throngh life, permanently cured by a
rational and practical method.
Sick Headache, and Ague, cured by one dose..
Antidotes for Opium, Tobacco aud Liquor Habits.
Trusses, Supporters,Preventives,Syringes,etc.

numerous Physicians, are speedily
Cured by Dr. Aikin.

The Right Doctor

at

scientific,

Last.

,

supplied. .
A suffererfor years IVom diseaseand bad treathave concerts oftener.
ment, writes: “Dr. Atkin. I thank you from the
nish gratis to all their subscribers Shakes- Grand Haven suffered: “The weather of
bottom of my heart for making me a* well as I am.”
Friday
afternoon and night was the roughA gentleman state*: "Dr. Aikin, you are right—
peare’s works complete in book form, royal
y
niniu, rimer m uer
An eight-year old boy was trotting up
i» lx needless to he sick. By following your direcreeoctavo, handsomely printed,in weekly est experienced in Grand Haven for years. tions, after your medicines had cured me, have personal!
the avenue when a snowball struck him
kept perfectlywell. I tell everybodyof your great on the strictestconfidence and secrecy.
editions. Any admirer of Shakespeare The wind blew a terrific gale from the success
and Improved treatment.’*
on the ear and laid him out. He uttered
&TDR. AIKIN i/uuranteaMUr, taftr trtat
west and southwestat one time Friday
Another one says: “Have never felt so well In merit [and for Im money) in all SpecialCane than
will see at once, that by subscribing to
a few dismal howls and started off, but a
my
life a* when under your care and since your
cantte hwl Imehm. He Is easily acceaalble from
the Family Story Paper (only $3.00 per evening, reaching a velocity of 72 miles curing me.”
all polnia.
'
gentleman halted him and asked : “Why
an
hour.
A
fine drifting snow drove all
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
annum) they accumulate a work of great
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
don’t you go over and lick that boy?” “I
4 lady writes to Dr. Atkin: ‘Tam so soon and
value. Address, N. L. Munro & Co., 74 pedestrians from the streets. The teleCormUtatlon Free. 7 emu almyi Reatonatde.
easily well by your treatment that my faith in
hain’t big ernuff,” was the reply. I know
craph
lines
leading
from
the
city
were
all
Beekman street,N. Y.
you I* unbouixfedand shall recommend you to all Como prepared to arrange needful, thorough treatment Salltfartutn guaranteed
guaranletdto All.
All. Medicine*
who he is, and I’ll fix the hull family.
badly prostrated and on Saturday after- my friends as a most reliablephysician,”
... _
_____ vli
• * •lu city, or any diePatients
visited,
“Must have help, or die, or go insane. I conclu- furvlitied.
His father is going to run for Congress
lance,
in
serious
casee
The editor of the Grand Haven Herald noon hud not been repaired. The smoke ded," writes a man of 28, in poor health for years,
some time, and my father will get on the comes to tlie front once more to show his stack of Roberts* sawmill was blown who, after a short treatment by Dr Atkin, further
for
states: “Your remedte* are having a remarkable
From the wroeg idea that he charges too much,
returningboard and count him into the ignorance, in his issue of the 16th, closing down. Several chimneys of private dwell- effect. I can sleep better, am gaining flesh, and
many whom Dr. Aikin would soon care, continue
mv health I* Improving tn all respects”
middle of last week!”
his article, “A Hidden Enemy,” with call- ings were also leveled, and two large panes
DK. AIKIN has given the public sufficientevi- to suffer or doctor careUssly, wastingtime, buying
nudecine* nub trying recipup. aud
dence to convince the most skeptical aud Inert- *orihle8nrafrrtf
in frill wav HVYUstufmAM
a. k.
ing us a “skulking enemy, a snake in the of glass were blown out of one of the Iront
dnlons that his method of treatmentIs peculiarly In thl. way expend more than sMtont To have
On Friday night of last week we had
eat Hpec.Hpecl- cured and kept them well. The fact la, by saving
grass.” Every young man that was raised windows of the Kirby house. The North- snccesxful In every department of his Great
altles, especially such cases as have defied the drug bills, loss of time, etc., he cures for less than
one of the severest snow storms of the sea
with us in this county; knows better— in western Transportationcompany’s steam- skill of other and justly celebratedphysicians: others.
son. The smoke stack of the stave factory
hence NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR that Is afflictfact, it is confessing to one of our weak- ers, Robert J. Hackett, Amazon, and MinLife th too Short to be Mmkrablk.
ed with seemingly Incurabledisease, hut cherish
blew down as did also the chimney
nesses— to say that we are naturallytoo neapolis, which arrived here from Mil- a hone of being relieved of suffering,If not entirely
cf the brewery, and the scuttles were
cured, by his succesful mode of treatmuut,
or how disappointed,slop useless doctoring and
outspoken and sometimes too much so for waukee on Tuesday and Wednesday with
blown off the three buildings of J.
our own good. But it is amusing indeed, cargoes of wheat, flour, etc., consigned to
!
Albers, J. YV. Bosnian and Van Lande^
All Diseases and Affections Of th«t Eye and Ear
UURED AT HOME.
Mr. Dubois, to see how far your bump of the eastern markets,were held here weathgend. The trains were late as the snow
miccesxfollytreated by mild remedies. Cross
conceit will drive you to expose your ig- er-bound, as was also the propellerNew Eye* Straightened.ArtificialEye* insettedthat -a?®”0?1 ** f d*«abce may be cared at home by
addressing a letter to Dr. Aikin, statliigcase.
sy mpwas badly drifted in fcinoi places. As
norance, by writing about somebody of Era, which was ready to tow her two look natural.No pain.
yet we have not heard of fArtRer damage in
whom you know nothing, not even know barges to Chicago. The United States
this immediate vicinity,almnugh the gale
irvctlon*for use, by esdoalug
how to spell his name right; we therefere storm signal is to be displayed at this har- Asthma, Bronchitis,and all Throat and Lung
O. order, or Express.
was severe enough to sugg^t considerable
Complaints(which to this country, are the greatcall your closing assertions falshoodsex- bor all winter for the benefitof the North- est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
J, Ancix, M.D.,
destruction.
pressed through ignorance, cr premeditat- western Transportationcompany’s steam- climate and all elto falls/ are cured by Dr. Alkln’s
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional
Restorative
Our markets artf active. Winter Wheat ed. But your sweeping assertions are so ers, which are to ply between Milwaukee Treatment.
in

a degree that

afford to ning of its new volume.

It offers to fur-

day night

last the following will

show

•

CONFIDENTIAL!

wf^ily^aU^

.

<

r

’

^
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No Exeme

You.

tka*«

BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS

CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,
2

SSSB

sntumtlt.flrjuwfj.M

is

quoted at $1,20 pr.

bu.,

and

flour at

$0,75 pr. brl.; feed, $?2,00 pr. ton; feed

Zach Chandler-like, and partisan,that they

and Grand Haven

only

tion of

verify what we said two weeks ago.

$1,25; Buckwheat90c. pr. bu; However, our paper not being a political
Barldy pr. 100 lb.', {}.25; Fine Corn Meal one, we will not continue to reply to such
pr. 100

all winter if

Lake Michigan will

the condi-

permit.

lb.,

Lingering or Chronic JMtimaes.

patients honorably; gives the choicest remedies;
Scrofula, Rheumatixm. Dyspepsia,Piles, Goitre, la * regain gratluate in medicine; universally
Dropsy,
Tapi
r-,.,Gravel,
----- - Constipation,
- ----..jpe-Worm,
liver owned the mo*t successful,an d Id. the right one to
Diseases, etc., ol whatever name or nature,carefully dlaguoxed and skillfully treated.
Jure him— those in general practice at tempt every

_

-

.....

All owing the late firm of J. M. Beidsema & Son are hereby requested to come
pr. 100 lb , $1,75; coarse, do., $1,86; Po- malicious assertions,and leave the field of and settle at once with me and save co&u.
S. REIDBEMA.
aloes, '60c. pr. bn.; Butter, 16c. pr. lb.; quarreling to yoft alone. You can “count
sober, indenandeni.Dr. Aikin devptes
Eggs, 28c. pr doz. ; Beans, $1,20 pr. bu.; yourself in,M but you can’t intimidateus.
success, _____ ______ _ „ „„
Just received Moody and Sankey Hymn suit the Doctor with the assuranceof safe, quick find the aid they
^ v''“* v
Pork is active at $5,76@6.25 pr. 100 lb.;
cure in all cases, as he Is doubtlessthe most skillBooks, or Sacred Sonen at
OTBead thif Column and land to a Friend
ful ladies’ physician In the world. Do not suffer
Call
at
L.
T.
Ranters
for
holdsy
goods
Beef, $4,00@5,00 pr. 100 fc. ; Chickens,8
Invalid.
L. T. KANTER8.
@9c. pr. lb.; Turkeys, »(»30c. pr. lb., such as Albums, Toys, Wine Setts, Toilet
Setts, and many more artlclei too numerHolloway’sOintment. — Sore Leg*,
dressed; Live Chickens,4c; Live Turkeys
ous to mention. Prices from J cent to Wounds, Uioers, &c. can be cured. The
7@8c pr lb. Wood is steady at $1,50 for $10 00. Be sure and come tills week, be- rational ireutmentas indicated by nature,
fore the best is picked out.
Maple, stove wood, and $1.25 forBeicli.
The undarslgnedwisheeto inform his old friends
Tllff
is to reduce the local inflamatlon,soothe
L T. KANTEKS. the neighboring nerve*, coo) the heated aud resldeuts
blood, an4 render the watery ichorous disineasi to remove all fiend noinaii at kU
For holiday goods, such as cloQils and charge consistent and healthy. Happily,
own expense, by limply aotifyinf hla
other
beautiful
woolen
goods,
suitable
for
fl HI ill
/
Holloway’s Ointment accomplishes these
thereof,
and will be sacrificed. Come soon and Christmas and New Yeatfl’ present*, go to chub
wim unfailing
am
ends, with
certainty.25 centi
get your cholee at P.A A. 8TEKETEE.
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•Why, let the wlad whistle-who ceres? Let

it

Wow,

Odrin* hither end thither the fake* of the snow.
.Lei the wretcheswithout, m they shlverlBa pees,
"Hee with enry end betred et me throigih the
gieee;
l

em eefe from the storm, with

men could de-

ell

sire.

ping-derk for joj.. That old bale of
goods, it seemed, bj some strange lack
contained treasures which had belonged
to the oommander of the Dardanelles,
Moldovangi Bum by name, who, of
coarse, under the oir cams tan oee, was an
accredited foe of the republic, and his
goods and oliattels wore, therefore, con-

Qnoe they used to apostrophize me.”
John now pondered aoout clothes, and
gazed at a large poster pasted against

--no, that is Christinas—on

Monday

,« ** Tou will be good enough to find
which announced
them for tlus person at onoe, if he re“that for only thirty davaand no more, ’
optional ;ith him
me entire stock of clothing would be whether Monday next
will do,” and saydisposed of at retail” John Austin
mg this in an imperative way the genloitered for a moment, when two men

the

front of

a

store,

«

oeive a penny he had not bravely
earned. “I un sorry, my pood mail
I meant no offense. Was this doll for
your own child?”
“ No, sir ; I have no children.”
“You do not seem very well off in the

fiscable as lawful prises. I do not think came out of the door, evidently Hebrew tleman picked up his parcels and left
mere was some grumbling behind the way this world goes. Was the situathe Council ot Ten or the Doge were
priests,intent on a clothing sacrifice.
particularly informed about it. When
want Simi now,” said John tion you sought for a neoea/rity? ”
“It a no nse, Reuben, nobody is coming
X l011 *** X have to stay here
Wheel the ehelr eroand, Wllliem; the cloth teke the package was opened, riches untold in as long as the hand-billsare not disJohn Austin, had he a grain of sense,
ewey.
In abont fifteen minutes
were discovered,untarnished gems blaz- tributed,” said one of the men. “ Bring all
would
have stated that for him it was a
Drop the curteine,end then light the teper— but,
ing amid a mass of filthy rags. 11 Onegentleman place at onoe or starvation. But he did
out a stack of them small bills and get had blacked his boots young
ft#T~
in the most carePiece Ihj sherry in reech; put dyers there et half is yours,” said the master. “I will
no such thing ; he simply took the profsome man to distribute them. It ought
head—
ful manner and washed hie hands, in
have none of them save this pearl,” re- to have been done two hours ago.”
fered glass of wine, bowed to the master
K down or so of my ferorltebread.
sign of a capitulation a broom-handle
You mey go. Should I need you, the beJl-rojpwill plied the clerk; “and .oh! my master, I
of the house, and kept his peace. He
“ I should be only too glad to take the
bring,
would give it to the most beautiful, the job, sir. I even think I have capabili- was protruded over the partition, on the was abont going when the gentleman
Obedient to summons the sieve of the ring.
chastest
girl in Venice, thy daughter.” ties for that kind of thing,” said John, end of which broom-stick there was a Mid, ‘‘You are snie you have the right
I'm elone; but not lonely; unseen by this light,
letter,and both were pitched over on to
“ Take them both,” cried the merohant
There erynueets from the past who ere with me tostepping to the front
“ And I have seen,” added John Austin,
“Well you as anybody else,” replied
v.
to to® farther
“Certain of it My doll is done up
with an astoundingamount of convic- the clerk; “ here, take hold,” and John mflult, John picked up his letter, took
First is Albert,my brother,the golden-haired one.
in
coarse straw paper-yonrain best
his doll package from the table, and went
The pet of hi* mother, the youngest-born non.
tion, as he finished his crust, “at the
had some reams of papers stuck into his
Manila,” replied John, rather gruffly.
He died on the ocean— the bine, swelling wave.
homeward.
In
a
moment
he
had
reMetropolitan Museum of Art, on free arms. “It’s cents an hour until 4
The home of bis choice,et the lest was bis grave.
“Pray, write your address, then, on
gained his equanimity.
He comes as he went, with e frank, earnest gaxe,
days, when it is open, and when I go
\ dinner of deintles,e hickory dr*.
Thta luxury round me ; ell cheerful end bright ;
-end my sixtiethOhnstmee is with me to-night

night
iWiben

—

Ind^nt “

And he warms

hie wet frame in the bright,cheerful
blase.
Deed now twenty years, but his eye* are as bright—
No matter-youVe welcome, dear brother, to-night

there to keep warm, the very piece of
old majolica that shipping-clerk had
made to present to his mistress as a
dedicatoryoffering expreesive of his love.
on whom I could ever depend brother, and more than a friend— Yes, the absolute plate in which he put

o’clock. Now,

work your

passage and

“ You will oome into my room for a
moment, little sister,” said John as he
mettle child, “always providing your
an hour I Sixty cents;
dress is done. But how shall I ever tell

”

deal ’em out lively. When all your bills
are out oome in for more.
,

something—here on the paper of my
doll. Thanks, ” and the servant showed
John Austin the door. En route home-

Fifteen cents
ward the hungry man bought his bread
There is Milton
that was bread for another week. John
and ate it with thankfulness.It was
whether
it
will
fit?”
Just lees than a
Austin went to work cheerfully, though
after 9 o’clock when the girl got her
Stout Milton, who died not a twelvemonthago,
“ You have not a real, true doll for
the big pearl”
perhaps scarcely discriminatingly, for he
doll “ I give it to yon now,” said John
From his home in the churchyard wadoe here
-- - man’s
- — breakfast was
mmj \j
f | AUVA
The
over,
and insisted on giving the shabbiest and me ? cried out the ohild, bounding un Austin ; “ hold it fast to your bosom all
through the snow.
the
stairs
after
him.
He comes to spend Christmas, as often before
buttoning on his threadbare overcoat he most poorly-clad of the passers-byhis
night, or it might be changed before
Bat lest briskly tnan wont seems to enter the door.
“I have such grave doubts whether
hurried down the dirty stairs of his tene- hand-bills.“If,” thought John, “I
WTllt mikAB him
__ m _ «* morning.”
your dress will become her,” said John,
ment-house, stopping just a moment to
only had the faith of the Buddhists who exhibitingthe package.
Though there are no postmen of a
caress a little girl who loitered on the
distribute pictures of prancing horses to
Christmas day in New York, John Aus“ It wouldn’t matter,” exclaimed the
landing.
weary travelers, or gayly-painted boats child.
tin received a note, however, on that
And now you return to the husband who pressed
“ See,” said the child, •ehowing a bit to those foundering at sen, every one of
^y. requestinghis presence on Monday
Tbet sad night in anguish your form to his breast.
“ Well, then.” John untied the string,
of faded silk, and holding up a needle in these poor flimsy bits of paper, with
Oome back on a visit? No l come to remain,
morning, the 28th of December, at a
glanced
at
the
contents,
but
amazefor I swear nothing ever shall part ns again.
her small, blue fingers, for it was bitterly probably specious announcements of
ment 1 It was not his doll What he certain office where a shipping clerk was
TWrt3^*#r?.i5oe rm eyM cfcwwd ay life with cold and gusty in the passage, “ mother
wanted.
tneir li£uC£
shoddy coats printed on them, would beheld concealed,for he had run now into
And yet you look younger then ever to-night.
has given me a piece of an old dress she stow^ in an actual way en shivering hu“It seems that you are the lucky man,
a corner of the room, was the personifiwas turning. If I only had some beads manity the heaviest kinds of ulsters and
after
all,” said the young clerk in the
TO*
^»«fbter, have you too returned
cation of beauty, a French doll— one of
To the father whose heart for you evermore to trim it with 1 I am going to make the warmest of pea-jackets.”
office, looking still quite defiantly at
those only the most elegant children
yearned?
myself a doll’s dress for Chnstmas. If
What harvest John Anstin sowed out- deign to play with. A doU of Paris John Austin.
Hae he whom yon chose at the risk of my curse
only I had a doll to dress !”
side to be garnered inside will never be
“ God bless me I you don’t say so I”
you beok here to open the strings of my
make, in all the supple grace of a kid
purse?
exclaimed ffohn. v
“ No doll f That is hard, little sister. known. At 4 o’clock 60 cents was handed
epidermisand with a coiffureof elaboWhy, you died throughneglect of the husband who
And is to-morrow positively Christmas ?” him, and he was discharged. Sixty cents
“ Yes ; the head of the house, who
vowed
rate character. A doll such as finds its
inquired John Austin, as if with some would buy him a hot meal, and the man
Tooheriihand love— died, despairing and proud.
never does interfere, has taken on him«>oea the grave give you holiday? ITould that it vague idea, for the child’s rake, at least, had not had one for a week. He knew way to South America, which, dressed self to mix things up dreadfully. Overmiffoi.
in silk and decked with gems, Indians
that there was some possibility of mak- where 15 cents would get a coarse
slaughed everybody. Now, I beg you
And you were but livingto sit here to-night.
and negroes worship at their festas.
ing Christmas a movable holiday.
but satisfactory dinner. It was John even dared to exert a gentle proa to think that I have had no hand in it.
All well-desiredguests for the revel are near—
“Mother had saved some money to thriftlesson his part, but he dived down
I even fancy yon do not imagine that
Wife daughter, friend, brother -all risen and here.
sure on the bosom and back of the doll,
Tet it seems to my judgment the sherry lacks taste, buy me a doll, but father is worse, and a narrow street leading to the North
you are indebted to me for the position. ”
but no rough sound came. It struck
Thu eigsr baa no flavor-Hall burns to waste ;
the money had to be spent for oough river in quest of food. Just a block
“ What a rude little jackanapes you
Md the gas-lightsinks lo^
mm
that such superlativedolls must be
mixture.
must
be,” replied John Austin. “ Still,
from
Broadway
a
street-vender
pushed
The Are falls to embem-what trouble* me so?
necessarily soulless images, mere tu 4ps,
“You do not say so!” The man’s a doll into his face. It was a coarse, m fact, wanting perfume. They were though yau annoyed me on the 24th, I
and was in his pookei Had his twenty- vulgar, rubicund doll, of primitive type, made daintily pretty, but dumb and can’t boar you much of a grudge to-day,
five cents by any chance been divided up decidedly archaic in character. It had voiceless.There was no room in them after Christmas, for, if you had not been
’Tis a stranger to me,
impertinent,why your chief would never
then, there might have been twenty gorgon eyes, with flat plasteredhair,
fer anything more. All had to be sacrihave interfered, and so made way with
with no possible regard to proportion,
cents between him and nothing.
ficed to outward appearances.Fortumy doll”
Now John Austin was in the streets, sawdust perhaps refusingto mold itself nately the child knew nothing of what
ffla skeleton foot has a mnsical fall ;
“Doll! See here, my old party, if
into
anything
symmetrical
Had
he
barand the stupid fellow was wondering
was passing in the man’s mind.
you ain’t quite crazy, yon are likely soon
gained
an
instant for the doll or examover a story he had picked np somelittle girl,” said he, “you know now, at
to become a lunatic. A precious shipwhere, all about a great Russian Prince, ined it critically,he would have per- least, that I have something for you. Yon
ping-clerk you will make, and the lots
ceived
that
the
doll was minus a leg.
in the time of Peter the Great, who
must be satisfied with an outside look
JOHH ACSTIN’S CUBISTS AS.
of papers that will be stuck at me when
happened to have been bom just about “ But 10 cents was very cheap,” John now. Go finish your dross, and, if inI have to hunt for your lost goods.
Austin
thought,
“ for even an ugly doll
that time. How a peasant of the
deed to-morrow is Christmas, I think Here, don’t bother me. Report to the
with
a squeak in it.” He had quite a deJ[er?*elnent “ ,oUo*»
Ukraine, who never before in his life
you may count on some kind of a doll.”
manager — that man there, biting his
had done anything else but chop down cided idea that somebody wanted a doll,
“All right I am so glad. Please kiss nsils. ’ And the slide was snapped to
and
vaguely
now
that
somebody
else
fir treefe with his hatchet, as if by inspirme. May I tell mother 1”
with a spiteful jerk.
wanted a dinner. He bought the doll
The mm who cot thia from a newe- ation, in antiripation of the happy
Yes— now clear out’, John Austin
John Austin was regularly inHtallA^
with
the
same
airy grace that would
event, under imperial command, of
passed his bands through his short gray
as shipping-clerk. When he had held
have
shown
a young millionaire disdaincourse, had made a complete set of auhair, and was dazed for a moment 3ien
the position for a day he chanced to
ing to chaffer with a jeweler as to the
Vi
— uao Mo uu .orouiera tomatic soldiers, an army in fact, with
looked at the paper which enveloped meet the head of the house. The shipUheeryblee nowadays. The very last of music and Generals in front, and cavalry price of a solitaire diamond which was th e dell. It bore an address, somewhere
ping-clerk,as he sainted his chief politely,
thoie good aoola died wher I wu a boy. and artillery,and how it all worked, the to deck the hand of his betrothed on up one of the avenues. “ It’s a longish
might have then been inclined to gush
Christmas
day.
It was a foolish thing
A, to the OheeiyUe fortune,whet
soldierspresenting arms, the cavalry
walk for a man who has onlv
the least possible bit, but the master
for
a
man
with
85 oents in the world.
‘‘—err little, in foot, tor t],e charging, the artillerycannonading, and
He pushed the doll, now done up in a
brother, were not thrifty-went to dis- the trumpets blowing. John Austin
piece
of coarse paper, into his pocket
tant reUtires wno are reported to me to saw it all, and had become even for the
“Don’t,”
said the vender ; “don’t ram
nave been of a angularly miserly and moment godfather to some possible
the interchange.Of course it was a posed on Austin are the only ones the
her in your pocket that way, or you
uncharitable duwjntion. Wanted a Czar, when into one comer of his pictfine house in the vestibule of which
man dan fill now. The aggressiveolerk’e
dipping clerk. Here John Austin put ure there was protruded a little wan will bust her, and then your little ^un John Austin stood in about an hour and
prophecy abont packages going astray
would
be
disappointed.”
“Oh,
thank
a half afterward.
o' P»per into a lank wallet, face that had not even a doll, and the
may in time become true. When spring
and tried quite decidedly to prevent it fancy was gone. Mechanically walking yon,” said Austin, as he extricatedthe
“All right,” said the man-servant. sets in it is quite likely that John Aos
from blooming and flowering there. along, John Austin now found himself doll and carried it in his hand.
“ Leave your bundle.”
tin, reclining against a wharf timber, hie
It was naif-past 4 when John Austin,
Somehow or other every advertisement quite suddenly amid an assemblage of
“ But it ain't all right. Your master
eyes half closed, may be freighting hie
still hungry, remembered that ho had
he had put in his pocket-and they had men and boys, all wanting to be shiptook my package and left his in its place. fancies like argosies with all kinds oi
been mnumereble - regularly jissed ping qlerks, in the act of besieging a better go to that office where a shipping- I do not want to trouble him, but only useless and perishable goods, and will
through some horticultural forcingW business house. “There are people clerk was wanted, and get back his ask him to give me back my own. He
be forwarding impossible packages to
papers. He knew that he had not even
eesa before they shriveled np and went enough here,” thought John, “to furwill understand all about it/’
those drifting clouds which float in the
the ghost of a chance.
into impripable fragments. “Like air nish two men per package for every let
John Anstin may not have been said summer skies. Htrange to say, like
The office was empty now.
plants, the man added, “ drawing their of goods to be shipped out of the port
to have been forced to cool his heels
many men’s feeble romances, which ac“Back again! Well, now, I closed
nourishment from nothing in particular, of New York for the next month. I
very long in the vestibule, for, tired out cidentally center around themselves,the
np
that
annoying
advertisement
busiand blossoming quite in vacuo. ”
wonder whether, in the present dearth
with his long walk, he sank into a hall causes of which lire ignored, John AusThough John had a decided tendency of work, an advertisement headed, ness sou e three hours ago,” said the chair, and the surroundingswere so
tin will always think he owed his place,
toward gushing, even allowing that it ‘ Hands wanted, ’ might not bring out clerk. “ Didn’t I tell you you wouldn’t warm and comfortable that he awoke
and relief from misery and starvation, to
suit ? We are just shutting up. Don’t
Briareus
in
person
?”
was simply internal, it neverthelesswas
from a doze when a voice said: “Quite his famous letter of recommendation.
bother. The place is filled.”
PresentlyJohn had his innings. The
curious,indeed. My fault entirely. See As to bis Christmas doll, he entirely
to
A g°od deal of miseij and trouble had hardened the man faintest appreciation of the postulant’s “Would you kindly return me my here, my good man, I must positively
ignored it
externally. Like water in the rook, his presence on the part of a stripling in letter of recommendation ”
have made away with your package,
“Your papers I Oh, you are the but exactly
fancies tnckied feeblv inside of him, in office, who oast a rapid side-glanoe on
or under wbat
War Claims.
a decidedly useless iind of way, but John Austin, assured the supplicant that party that shoved papers on me ! In- circumstancesI am completely in the
Following is the joint resolution introdeed!
Just
as
if
my
life wasn’t worn
were fortunately so unobtrusiveas at least his chances of filling tie position
dark about. Would you kindly inform
duced into the House of Representawere in the highest degree problemat- out by everybody in the world shoving me ? Yes, I think this is my doll I
tives by Mr. Baker, of Indiana, propospapers on me. Dp you suppose I am
ical.
am quite decided on this point, and this ing an amendment to the constitugoing
to
hunt
them
up
now?
Just
as
abet bored into John Austin, and laid
ought to be yours. My wife laughed in tion forbidding the assumption or pay“ Perhaps that clerk,” thought John
likely they are in the waste-basketSee
quite on astoundingway when I dis- ment of any claim for loss or damage
Austin, “ has been bred np in the house
here, you are a regular nuisance hanging
played what, if I may be allowed to des- growing out of the taking, use, or
for this particular line of duty, selecting
around. All you fellows answering adpTlblic» ifc would all
re- shipping clerks, and exercises his calling
ignate it, not being familiarwith the destructionof property daring the late
vertisements are just the same. Pam0Bt mi*«»ble failure.
subject, is rather a substantial and sold war of the rebellion
with some fine shadings of discriminapers I Stuff! Get somebody else to
A shipping clerk I” the man said as tion, which I can neither understand nor
piece of work in tlie doll way— quite
Resolved, by the Senate and Bouse of Reprewrite you up a brand-new lot of palasting, in fact But, notwithstanding sentatives of the United States of America, in
®belf a fragment of appreciate.”
pers.”
its comparative excellence, I am rather Congress assembled (two-thirdsof each house
“You are too old,” said the clerk.
“But, ’’gasped out John. The slide
“ How too old ?”
inclined to think my little girl might not concurring therein),Tnat the .ohowing be
before the pigeon-hole was pushed to
propound m an amendment to the cOLflUuitton
have cherished your doll as it deserved.” of the United States, which, when ratitied by
“ We want a young man. Can't you
abo2t lu
1 do know, is that mv
with a snap, and a voice cried out from
Here the master of the house put on a the Legialatoreeof three-fourth*of f be sevstale, and understand?”
behind the partitien, “Clear out I
>noi in Urge quantity,and that I have
“Here is my name with good refer- didn’t tell you to leave your papers, pair of eye-glassesand looked at both eral Biatee, shall be valid, to aU intents end
(precisely25 cents left, or three 8-cent ences. May I call again?”
dolls critically,and then at John Austin. purposes,as a part thereof, to wit
ABTIOLE
“I am exceedingly obliged to yon for
“
Perfectly
useless,”
replied
the
young
me V<o vflr
to carry
Neither the United States nor any State
John was dismayed. His poor,
ime
until Monday next: three man. But John had pushed in to the
. use- your kindness and the trouble you must
thereof shall ever assume or psy any malm or
,old letter he felt
— - was the
— w b
barest have taken about this trifle, for we were demand for loss or damage arising out of the
7hiuJe
When; X do not eani^ clerk his rather dingy letter of recom- less
doltar.thmrocmcf mine wiU h.ye to be mendation, which told how the bearer shred of a seeming respectability which in the very act of sending out for another taking, ass, or destructionof any property by
vacated. If snow would only fall I had really been confidentialclerk for was left him. He had been treated doll— more dolls, in fact But, as I was any person engaged in the military and naval
might pick up some trifle that waTbv twenty years in a respectable house, and most discourteously. There was a table saying, might I request some clue as to service of the United States, or under its
near. John dropped his package on how this quite ludicrous, may I say authority, daring the late war of the rebellion,
ofthe
how by their failure, John Austin at the
the .owner of such properlyever gave any
the table, and rapped vigorously with ridiculous, interchange was accom- if
Imey beitthtammaentjort ddimiel,: age of 60 had been tamed adrift
aid, countenance, counsel, or encouragement
both hands on the glass partition.
plished
curiosity is quite to 1‘eoesaion or rebellion, or to any pretended
*oll. etamtion.
“I say— no nse at all for this,” cried
Government or authority inimicalto the GovBn tone howl may be mppoeed to be the clerk, as he picked up John’s thumb- ‘‘If you are going to make a row.” aroused.”
ernment of the United States.
said the voice, “ if I can’t put you out
John Austin was on the point of tellmarked paper, and tried to shove it back the porter must”
ing him the prettiest of Perranlt’s
through the pigeon-hole. But John
Grover.
John Austin was on his mettle now, stories, and would have embroidered
rti^iUr zest and appetite, but should Aust in had gone. His rude reception
Gov. Lafayette Grover, of Oregon, i
'Shed tears over it only that at 60 the as the possible incumbent of the position and felt prepared for any emergency,’ into the theme the “Arabian Nights,” for
lachrymal ducts, if not dried up, are advertisedfor had not disturbed him a when a gentleman of about Johu’s age he felt he rmghft have an audienoe; but a native of Bethel, Me., and over 6<
roppesed to be frozen over. A shipping particle. His experience for the last entered. “ What is this most unseeiuy he checked himself and only said, “ I years old. Gen. Cuvier Grover, of thi
disturbance? What is* the matter? was a disappointed shipping-clerkto- regular army, js his brother. He*is t
•clerk 1 Probabilityof ohanoea against
year had been pretty much of the same
What do you want? This is my office, day; I was one of tho unlucky, not graduate of Bowdoin College,and hat
me, 50,000 to one. Nothing in the character.
sir.” Saying this the gentleman, who wanted,
lived in Oregon sinoe 1860. He hat
Uast prepossessing about me-— neither
John Austin went up Broadway with had several bundles under his arm, on ^ted. You must have pnt yonr doll held all sorts of Territorial and State
•mirth, epiightlinem, nor good looks,
the table, and, as you left first, you
offices, and was the first Representative
out yet, here John Austin picked a a bnak step. He would go to the placed them on the table.
took mine.
of the State in Oongren.
Aator Library,
“Simply this, sir,” said John Austin;
crumb from off his sleeve, ••there was SW^Xoatitute
“Bless me! It must be exactly as
•onoe a young man, it was in Venice, and would pass some three how there. “I answered in person an advertisement you state it. You will excuse the abThe temperaturethere was always pleas- for a shipping clerk— reference required.
How many children die from Group,
surd blunder on my part I have not Diphtheria,Ac. Thia new principle, Dr. J. H.
from Crete
“ilhiL?lghtle*<1*boot
Then
there
I left a letter of recommendation with
or Dantua, and out of a coarse package
the faintest recollection of ever having McLean’s Cough and Lung Healing Globules,
0d Fonfth wennewhoiold your clerk. He refuses to return it to seen
i you
von before.
?)efore.
‘Ah!
Ah! indeed!
indeed! we will core Croup and Throat disesae* Consump°' b"»d to « oenta. me, and has been, if hot uncommonly wan
tion, Coughing. Hoarseness.Trial l>oxe«, 25
ited a shipping cletk, did we ? ”
th»t, for he tu eriti- rude, at least stegulariy abusive. These
ots. by mail Dr. J. H. McLean's office,314
«<
sphere of lustrous opalesoenoe in the John Aurtm
I suppose so,” said John bluntiy.
Chestnut, 8t Louis, Mo.
I8,8”?‘0‘b«»taff
of
life,,
He
papers
are
all
I
have
in
the
world.”
guttOT. . Ifc was within an ace of falling
. 11 You look tired, will you not take a
b**-«tand by the City Hell,
“ But, sir,'* said the derk, addressing glass of wine? Would yon allow ine to
jfiump. ibto the canal That
An Iowa man has spent $1,000 in lawwhen the galleon was nnloadeithe and remembered when oab-dr^ere a). his principal, “I told this party not to offer you some (flight pecuniary re—” ingover his $2 dog, which was shot
to him, ‘‘Hack, air I” " That leave his papers, and the party forced
young man carried the pearl to his masmquiry, thought John Anstin, “de- them on me. I might find them, of John covered his faoe with his hands— while killing chickens in a neighbor’s
ter, who, of course, embraced his shippends solely upon how a man is dressed. course. If the party will call to-morrow perhaps an empty stomach had made coop. The courts decide against him all
him weak— for there was a tear there. the time.
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MEXICAN POLITICS.
The Fate ot Gen. Escobedo, the Mao Who
Sentenced Maximilianto Death.
A carious fact in connection with the

dated Maximilian at Qaeretaro in 1867,
captured him, court-martialedhim, and
sentenced him to death.. ; Maximilian
was shot with aa little deoenor as was
displayed in the execution of Escobedo.
In seeking a reason for the summary execution of Gen. Escobedo, it is well to
remember that he was one of the most
accomplishedsoldiers of Mexico, and
this carries with it the idea of skill in
diplomacy and intrigue. Less than two
years ago he was accused of an intrigue
with Cortina, the bandit chief, dorres pendents friendly to the rebels asserted
that he visited Cortina just previous to
taking his seat in the Cabinet. Cortina
was afterwards taken to the capital as a
prisoner, but in due time he returned to
the Bio Grande district.There were
evidentlycomplications with the rebels
that led President Lerdo to call Escobedo to his Cabinet, and, in accepting the
place and identifying himself with the
Lordo party, Escobedo possiblybroke
pledges,or failed to meet the demands
of the Dias party. His captors held him
as a traitor to their cause, probably, and
on this ground will seek to justify his
execution.
President Lerdo will receive different
treatment, however. Previous to the
death of Jo&rez the Diaz party
were friendly to Lerdo, then Chief Justice, and when Lerdo succeeded to the
Presidencythe rebels made a great parade of meeting the supportersof the Juarez Government on common ground in
support of the new President. We were
told then that, Juarez being out of the
way, Lerdo would have little difficulty
in uniting the two factions. All was
fair for a time, until Lerdo proceeded to
carry out the Juarez, or independent,
policy. Then the old conservatives, or
the old “ State and Church " party, rallied under Diaz.
f

This Gen. Diaz represents one
of the oldest and proudest families in Mexico. It is a mistake
to describe him as a “pure Indian.” He represents rather the
old Spanish blood and sentiment,
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Since our

we have heard of
several persona who have used Dorang’s Rheumatic Remedy for rheumatism ; and all pronounce it a success. It comes to our market
last issue

bottles, 15.00.
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chilled from any cause may have their circulation at onoe restored by taking into the stomach
a teasdoonful of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
mixed in a little cold water, well sweetened.
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Effects of flurry.

To the thoughtful, says the London
Isanoet, the moral consequences of tension and hurry are very saddening ; to
the physician their results are a matter
of profound concern ; their grave evils
come under daily observation. No evolution- of force can take place with undue rapidity without damage to the
machine in which the transformation is
effected. Express railway stock has a
much shorter term of use than that reserved for slower traffic. The law is
universalthat intensity and duration of
action are inversely proportioned.It
is therefore no matter of surprise to
find that the human nervous system is
no exception to the law. The higher
salubrity of rural over urban life is
not entirely a matter of fresh air and
exercise. Rural life involves leisure and
pause in work, which are very essential

to the maintenance of the nervous
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system in a state of dne nutrition. Unremittingspasm soon ceases altogether.
The tension of life produces weakness
at the very place where strengthis most
needed. The damage done to the health
of the most valuable part of the
community, the beat trained thinkers,
and most useful workers, is incalculable. Work and worry, though not proportional, are closely connected, and an
excess of the former soon entails an increase in the latter beyond the limits
which the nervous system can bear with
impunity, especially under the conditions under which the work has to be
done. The machinery and organizing
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Daniel Webster’s Widow.
The widow of Daniel Webster, who is
uow reported as an octogenarian and
living at New York city, and, after ten
years’ withdrawalfrom outer life, attending church regularlyon Sundays,
was Caroline Bayard Leroy, the daugh-

eminent New York merchant
Mr. Webster’s first wife, the mother of
ter

of

an

his fopr children, was Grace Fletcher,of

Hopkinton, N. H., who died in 1828,
and Mr. Webster married Miss Leroy in
1829.

Lott a, the actress, who has been
playing at the Park Theater, New York,
on Saturday afternoon invited all the
childrenliving at the Gilsey House, at
which hotel she was staying, to attend
the matiuee in a body, and the group
which was formed in the center of the
house, was a very merry one.
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827 A 829 BB0ADWA7, Hiv Tort, or wnr Orlotat It.

ceived from London, a few days since,

which

Enemy

la ike Grass* 01*

Cincinnati Cancer Institute,

aLVWPsess,

misTtotsnvMtevsted.reMMMshbvIyteNi**- *a— sabeew.

ppljie

Wilson Sowing Maciie Co,, Chicago,

Office No. 10*5

wIBSSw

COOK

ACTER AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
AGENT. FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS

Oo. re-

a single order for 250 of their organs,

moner! It Will not be long before all
d-aler*everywherewill have It. If you Mtoald fall to
find it. you can send $1.00 tone by mail forabottle.or
$kU0 for six bottles,and we will lend It to you, prepaid,
to any Kx press Stationdeetred.
_ Andrea* C. A.
& CO., Chfcnffo, f hr
no other, for your

113 Sail Monroe it, Chicago.

MERIDEN
CUTLER?
HIGHEST CENTENNIAL

PRIZE.

Received the

TD MP*ran 1yo»iw

Hawdu

CO.

Kjnn.

GR^D RATOS AND

FREE EIDE TO
We

;

?*
fj
dutjrsema & kopfers

JsoltBalKpffi iWlj^ll|fe%M]|ffl3

the RailroadTare

will pay

"
because we want to

“

......

sell off our

an^'

3DEALEKS IN

Goods,
Goods,

winter stock.

Dry

WE HAVE ONLY-ONE PRICE
Remember, and guarantee

to sell

Clothing,

Groceries,

Crockery,

goods cheaper than any store in the state.

Flour &, Feed, ,
Provisions etc

Stoneware,

business mils ............................ |-4 50 to |8.l
are selling Men’s flap Ovtrcoat8„.....tO.$10, $12, and $15 | Men’s fine all wool suits..
................ $10 and $

Extra Low Prices on Fine Overcoats and

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Capa,

Furnishing

WetirbseMoa Men’i Heavy Overcoats ffriiO. $4, $5 and upward I Men's

We

^'c s,<,re

-

RIVER STREET,

Suits.

We

.

-

HOLE

MIOH.

A.3STD,

come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
BOYS OVERCOATS AND SUITS $2.15, *3.50, $4, $5, AND
Take advantage of this chance to save money by buying of us and costing you nothing to complete ami we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
come to trrand Rapids.
invite the Public to

UPWARD.

W

. STAR CLOTHING HOUSE.
Make no mistake

38, 40 and
[

42 Canal Street,

an order ordered drawn for 150 on
the Treasurerand the report ordered print-

^

in reirular
acssion and was called to order by the'

Mayor.

.

Of

Isaac

^

By

Schmid, f
Kwlred, That the errors in

r

,

request-

Aid.

printing

Uie »j)|xiinli«ent
uf Willi,. * ... fcnch
till vacancy. —Laid on

^

HEROLD,

E.

Eighth SiHekt, City of Holland.

j

18'«-

-«

as City Marshal to

^

^

as a candidatefor the vacancy in the
office of City Marshal.— Laid on table.
(Aid. Minderhout appealed aud took his
ACCOUNT.

payment;

..

T. K-p|.el .....................
.. ...v*.-

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

Holl vxd, Jan.

MB

Also role Agent for the

.

*

SUhpr

.

.....

— Referred to

- -

70,

of

Claims and Ac-

counts.

HKPORT.OF COMMITTKF.B.
The Com. on Street. Bond* and Bridges
reported the following persons as having

m

contracted

by your

Com.

lor paying their taxes and recommend the same tor payment;
P. •‘tcunhart .......................... $ Ifi «3
J. Dykotra ...........................
16 25
J. Sihits ...............................
13 52
J. De Fetter ....................
24 no
Jan Nlfwhold .....................
5 00
M*. Ten Uoutcu
4 75
C. H. Sfchola ...........
4 5»
It. Van dun Berg ......................
9
J Van Oi .............................7 'O
JI.O. Hiloy ............................14 00
A. Dogger ............................ 6 oo
I.. SerTer ..................
5 00
J. Kegeler ............................. « ts‘
(!. Daalmin .........................
10 00
It. .1 Vkh On .............................
t 65
1). Van Lceuwen ... .......
6 50
Y Vcnhulaen ..................... *10 IKl
H. Nihbelink ................ .......... .... 1120
(J. HuckhuU fur C. Dykoma ................. 9 75.

W

All

following bills:

In’s

MINDERHOUT,

Prop’r.

s,

MEAT MARKET
Ties,

—

IIST

—

THE

FIRST WARD.

Produce.

ITf

and

Work

BOOTS & SHOES

--Warranted.

Hair

J.

1875.

J. O.

Holland. September 1. 1875.

Holland, Mich..

Drs.

THIBOUT, Boots and
MERCHANT TAILOR,

I. P.

bottle or by measure.

FLIEMAN.

DOESBURG.

ANNIS&BROEK,

Meat Market,
Jacob Kuite.

No. 86, Eighth Street.

VanRaalte’s Shoe Store,

I will

DKALRK8 IN

pay the highest market

prices for

all

79 Monroe

MOOD:

CROCKERY!

cointnuiilcaticn

was

lls

From and

received from

Fire Department giving n list of members
(milled In their salariesas tire men and
Certifiedto by Chief Engineer John Kramer and Foreman J. Van A nr no ij.— Referred
to Com. on Fire Depart men t.

The followingcommunication was received Irom the secretary of the Harbor
Hoard.
To the Hon. Mayor and Comnon Council of the

mMD!

date,

I

intend to devote to thi« line of
trade the necessary attention,

HOW

"Sew

Price, in a sealed envelope,only six cents.

every sufferer,no matter what tils conditionmav
be. may cure himselfcheaply, privately, und ro /i
catty.
This Lecture should he Id the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.

decree in the Harbor case; the decree provided for rccoiding a copy in the Registers
office incase Mr. Gibbs refuse? to deed.
To-day we have received notice that Mr.
Gibbs has appealed the case to the supreme
Court of the United Slates. “The balance
duo our present firm for services is now
No. 76,
St.
$112 00, besides this there is n balance due
on previous account.” The board resolvet
The undersignedhave opened a Meat Market !n
to pay on above account at present $75, Slnliers’Store, two doon East of L. T. Kantcra'
one half by the city, and the other half by Book Store, where they will keep conatanllyon
hand a choice aMortmunt of fresh and salted meats
the town. Tbe board hereby request the
council to make provision for $50, ns other
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,;!
expenses has also to be met for traveling
expensda for committee, on
»blp* c^g belongingto there line of
with nttorney’ft in wgnrd to future .ction.
The
on this appeal caw andbebreaction in tbe well wishes of the community at large.
matter.will be taken tbe Council will be

Neat Market.
~
Eighth

&

0T

Come and Give us a Trial

UojLLAXD, Mich.,

Sfipt. 25, 187G.

Van dkn Bkro,
Pktkk Buaam.

J.

1875.

Specialty.
D. B. K.

VAN RAALTE.

F0R8ALE.

Bragman

F.
41 Aaa

St

,

Sc

FALL AND

WINTER.

1876.

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

Cloaking, Fall

Sent under seal, In a plain cnve.opc, to any address, post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address tbe Publishers,

and

all

and Winter

and

Shawls,

kinds of Gloves.

.

Son.

Msw York; Post Office Box. 1586.

A

lull

supply of

fall

and winter hats

Nathan Kenyon, Banker
all

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does

general Banking, EAchango, and Collection business. Collections made on all points
In the United Htatea and Eurone. Particular atten
tlon paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment All business entrustedto mo shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, aubji
to check at sight. Foreign exchangebong
and sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
soRU*. my
N. KENYON.

of the latest styles.

a

office.

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
Beautiful Furs, and

Fur Cloak trimming, and a

of

consultation

communicated with.
• ’ Rwpectfully Yours,
* Vy K. SCUADDKLKE, fo/Yttry.
— RcqUPfil of the Harbor Board grunted

Will bo on hand to wait on his friends and cue
tomers and

-

—

I#*

and

Bakker

as are not well satisfiedwe will send one dollar to
1051, HOW
pav for the trouble of writing. Full particulars. A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 800 bearing
published,a new edition or
of sample* worth severaldollars to commence work grape vinea. 100 Currant hushes; Htrawberries;
Just pnonsnoo,
Sr. Culverwell’l
Dr.
Culrerwell’lCelebrated Essay on
UD,| a copy of Home and Fireside, one of the Peaw. Apple. Quince. Chest nnl, Mulberry,Apprlthe radicalenre (without medicine)1 largestand best Illustrated Publications, all sent cot, Cherry and Peach trees iu hearing.
No money required down inquire of
of Spermatorrma or Seminal Weak J rrt.. by mail. Reader. If yon want permanent,
LANDEGEND.
ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, IiniMitoncy,! nrofitublowork, addreaa, t>EOKa« Atinbon A Co.
Portland. M*‘
Maine. Holland. April 19‘
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impedimentliments to
n—
5-17
Marriage,etc.: also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fita, induced by aolMndalgenca or sexual extravagance. Ac.

and will keep on hand a com- The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay
demonstrates,
from a thirty years’ successplete stock of White Granite clearly
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
•df-abuse may he radicallycured without the danaud C. C. Ware.
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
the knife; pointing ont a mode of cure at once
A liberal deduction to of•tmpte,
certain, aud effectual,hv means of which

those who buy sets or in large
Oentlkmen: I nm instructed by the
Harbor Board to make tbe following re- quantities.
port to your lion, body relativeto the
Rockingham
Yellow
progress In Unit “Harbor land suit.” The
board on the 8th day of Decern l*cr received Ware in large supplies.
a communication from Blair, Slone &
g. j. vaauwerk.
Kingtby, their attorney’s, that on the 27lh
Holland, Mich.. Sept. 10, 1875.
day of November Judge Wilhey signed a

J. 0.

Makes Custom Work a

-imkmkm

after this

~>—0'

T< TH* VOBintO CLASa.-We are now prepared
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light ai.d profitable.
Persons of either sex easily earn fiom 50 cents to
tft per evening, and a proportional aum bv devoting their whole time to the business. Bovs and
girls earn nearly as much as men. That all who
see this notice may send their address, and testthe
business we make this unparalleled offer:To such

on

Report accepted and bills ordered paid.

HKPORT OK CITY oKKlCf

A TOTAL
1. P- THIBOUT.

The Highest market

than any

.

18

UlVtC US

5

Of the neatest stvles and best qualities which
offer at greatly reduced prices.

Street.

Repairing Neatly Done.

Minderhout,board redial r uiection....6 00
prices
Perk tviunperms’i,chirk of election...... ... 3 00
and Fancy Articles.
Clias. Odell, special police .............. 6 00
Glia*. Jddll. arresting two peraoua .......... 2 40
paid for Hides.
Prescription* carefully prepared at all hours of
W. Me Marlin, special police .............. 3 (X) thu day aud night. Our stock is all Aral-class,and
B. Roscndaal
............ 3 00 we offer it lo the public cheap for cash.
I will sell cheaper
It. Oostenrljk
............. 3(0
C. H om, Mratching (ire ..... .....
125
We Invite our friends and the pub'tc generally to
one in this City
It (iro'tiunhala,surveying ... .............. 6 00 give us a share of their patronage.
II. Walsh. Lard <Jd , eic ................ 1 65
JACOB KUITE.
T.K ANN 18. M. D.
Joos Vcrplanke. taking nan to county jail. .. 3 A3
Holland.Feb. 14, 1874.
46 2-s
A. BROKE. M. J).
J» is Vorplanke,marlsplke. rope etc ........ S 08
Iloo^ester A Milder, priming ............ .. 5ffl
J. It. Kleyu, special assessor ........ ... 1000
John Roost, lumber per contract .........28 89

I

Will bo pleased to see all his old friends andensturners that requireanythingin the clothing line.
We make, ent and trim to order anything in our
line according to the lateststyles,and for the lowest possible prices.

meats.

*' “
•* “

Shoes

Has removed his business to

July 29. 1876.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

J.W

Cityot Holland;

W.

w ith the Hotel.

EIGHTH STREET.

the leading Patent Medicines in the market.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality. A All
toll Stock of the very boat Perfumery sold In

—Report accepted and lulls ordered paid.
Opp.
The Coin, on Claims and Account reported recommendinuthe payment of the

A

ed

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH

.......

—

Wood

the

SOUTH BEND, IND.

Com. on

finished their jobs

S. HILL.

Timber, and all kinds

ITBi.

ffl

up on

We hate put up In onr woods, (on the Lake Shore The undersignedannounces to the Public ihai
Road, two mile* West of the white school house on
they have finishedthuir new Moat-Market,and are
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
now ready to supply their customerswith all kind*
which is now iu good runningorder, aud can serve
C#. Drugs,
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
the public at any time with nil kinds of building
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
material and fencieg at low prices, and deliver the
Medicines,
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
samewheiever wanted.
Wo can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and trade.
Paints
Oils
and tbo only slope-spokedwagon uunufac
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
will maWfl long lumber and timber a specialty.
Hired. It fs a better vAgon than the JackArc sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and Son’s Hardware Store.
son Wagon, and I will soli them just as
W. BITKAU,
any kind of ship timber are uueqnaled.
oilier. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypnre.
cheap, and give a written wanaoty
J. VAN ZOKKKN.
All bills will be filledpromptly and with desfor one year. Wagons of my
Holland. July 14, 1876.
patch. and a fairdealtug can be relied upon. CusTrusses,
own manufacture 1 will
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
•ell for
All kinds of Fiirm Products,token In p«y for
Chamois .Skins,
lumber and sowing, Also Wood. Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered at onr Pier on Loko
Counter, Cloth,
!
-O
Michigan, or on any of the docka along Black
Lake.
and
Holland. Mich., March 12,
4-tf
I have on hand a large stock of
Paint Brushes.
General Hlackamithlng done with ncatncsi
aud dispatch.

NO.

8W

DOESBUEG,

J. 0.

etc.

fitted

ground floor. Livery connect-

II. 187(1.

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark,

1, 1870.

J. lie >pel(iur ...........
......... ...» 28 13
1) Van Brugge ................. . ..A. 4 23
Boot ........................
34 4T
W. Cropluy
4 lO
11. Vttupeii .......................
* T5
J. (pirtriel............
13 30 This wagon Is the best wagon In use In this State,
...

room has been

DeFeyter Bro

Winter trade.

the

for

Light & Heavy Wagons.

M

Agents a large and well lighted samplo

J.

Full line

Top or Open Buggies

$

(iuoige N»Un .............................
94
V. Schravinande ....................... 9 (W
1*. A H. Winter ............................
8 38
N. Runyon ...........................
2
Atrv J.AltnR ............................
t 17
M. Meyer* Co ...... ;. . ................ 8 <4)
1). Te Roller ........................
8 00
J. Srl.oou ......
27 79
A. Klavenga ... .......... ... ......... .. <60
J.DcSpeluer .......................... 1 0»

at Short

RORERT
UoLi.vND. Sept.

on First Floor.

For the convenience of Commercial

Saw-gumming Done

Misses Wear.

MANUFACTURE^ OF

The following bills were presented for

Office
6tl», 1870.

Notice.

FLIEMAN,

J.

The Proprietorannounces to the Pnbic that no
pains will be spared by him ,o make this Ilouau
FIKST-CLASB in every respect.

The Rooms are spacious and
DONE. well furnished with new and

JVORK:

Patented Sept.

»

Youth and

2Uiv (pwrtijsmcntji.

OH.

1UII

elegant furniture.

sell

Heat.)

HOLLANX),

Patent Boss-Saw Guide.

Gents,

table.

Of Geert Winter recommending him-

Saw-Mill Work,
Steam Machinery,
Iron and Brass Castings

BOILER

7

Ladies,

Council adjourned until Tuesday Dec.
<,A

.

1875.

Having established talmxe’.fin Holland, Mich.,
a mncnlnij't.h-reby Informs the public that he
is prepared to do all kinds of

Carried.

,,

Holland, Mich., November 5,

as

Present: Mayor Van Lundcgend, Aid. which appeared in the last Council pro
Kantere. Cropluy, Breymun, Oykeina, ceedings should have read: J. Van
Landegend cords stone (in place of
8cbmld and the clerk.
sfnve-wood)(ft $7. $38.50; and bill of J. W.
Minutes of the previous meeting were
Minderhout should be $7 instead of $9.—
read and approved.

PETITIONS
, ,„Q
Cappon and 1 (Bothers

GRAND RAPIDS.

MOTIONS AND REBOI.tTIONS.

Common Council met

ID

BOOTS A SHOES EOBEHTS.HILL, CITY HOTEL,

ed in lull.

y Tcksdai, Dw-eiuber 10, 1870.

i

.....

and

Council.

T E

UST

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

only double Store.

as oura i* the

OtUcinl.J

Common
The

our Store

in

A.

Farm
I will

Ml

eighty acres of splendid cla

from this city. Near ebure
and school house, at a bargain,* 80 acres
of ibis land is partially Improved. Also

unimprovedland

In the

Town-

ship of Fillmore. Inquire of

42-tf

Ornamental Feathers.

for Sale.

soil, six miles

40 acres of

large variety

M:D-

HOWARD.

Call and

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

L &

S.

YAK DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOIaXjANI5, JMICH

